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PREFACE

This volume contains abstracts that have been accepted for presentation at the in
Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU Ill) Technical Interchange Meeting, February ! 1-
12, 1999, hosted by the Lockheed Martin Astronautics Waterton Facility, Denver,
Colorado.

Administration and publication support for this meeting were provided by the staff
of the Publications and Program Services Department at the Lunar and Planetary
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I';RI' III 1

POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL USES OF MARS ISPP TECtlNOLOG_'. B R Blare Dt_lsi_n of Ecnnomlc_

and Bu,,,mes,_. C.,l(_rado bcho_,l (,t Mine,. P() Bc_,,,._4i, G_,lden CC) 80402. I'5;A _hbla;r ca mme_ edu.

Introduction: Strmlarmes m components and pmc- b,: eqmpped wIth the lowest-cost GTL process using

es_s between gas tt_ hqmd (GTI._ technolug_ and pro- the most advanced technology avadable The potential
posed system, t(_r Mars m-s_tu propellant pr_ductlon dl,,c_verv (_t lnn_,atlve soluttons to problematic or

(ISPPI may point to a commercial markel [or spmoffs high-cost steps m GTL methane converstcm should be

Recem ad_an_.es m the conversion ot natural gas pn- considered h',' ISPP researcher_ whde trying tn find

nhanly methanc- to hquJd petroleum pr¢,<tucts are ere- s_)luti_.msthat ma_ s_gnzficantly hwer the c_-_st_,f futur _
atmg optimism for owners of marginal or rem_te gas Mars missions "l'h_s paper wdl review the current

fields worldwtde Many commerctai players are en structure _f the GTL industry, with a focus on cost

termg the field of GTL technology, risking significant elements and proprietary technologies used by the

capttal m a b_d to compete for market share with tradt- derrunant firms
tionat od refiner_e,, The _,mners m th_s new field will
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MARS ATMOSPHERI(" Af'QIIlqlTIO_; AND COMPRESSION SYSTEM - INITIAL RIK_JUI,TS. 1. D
Clark. Lockheed Martin Astronautics. P() Box 1"79. Mail Stop t-10341. Denver CO 80201. IINA
_larr', d _-larkt_iImct__._rn_

Introduction: Mo_l concepts for In-Sttu-Resource exchanger evenl_ added and removed heat from the
Uuhzatlon IISR[') on Mar,_require the acqu_smon and sorbant bed A centrally located heat conductor pro.
compression of atmospheric carbon dioxide One _f vlded the transter point for external cool,ng Flov,.
the most fa,,orable compression methods I_,the use oI through the bed was enhanced with an central rio',,,
an adsorption bed m terms of rehabd_ty and power distribution bar and an outer screen plenum to mini-
consumption The cold Maman em,lronment can pro- mJze pressure drop.
vide enough coohng to adsorb up to 16 percent of the Total volume of the sorbant bed is 40 hters which
bed mass with CO2 Heating wdl then drive off and held 20 5 kg of Zeohte 13X after reductmns from ,n-
compress the CO2 w_th some of the thermal ,'_erg_, ternal hardware Seal on the tanks were made w,th o-

provided by waste heat from the propellant pro_auction rings to enable removal of the domes and penetrations
process A large, fllght-hke ads_rption compressor for later reco:,figuration Multi-layer ,nsulation was
was designed, built and tested at L(_kheed Martin As- apphcd to the miler tank reside the vacuum space
tronaultcs in the Engineering Propulsion Laboratory m !n order to promote purging of the non-condensable
Denver, Colorado under a contract with NASA-Jet ga..._ found m the Martian atmosphere, an external
Propulsion Laboratory. The stz_ and performance ,,,,as blower was installe.d m the lower inlet. This centrifu-

designed to provide the quantity of CO2 expected for a gai blower was designed to provide 28 liters per rmnute
sample return mission The target value for CO2 pro- through the bed at Martian conditions Solid conduc-
duction selected was 3 kg of CO2 per sol. tion thermal transfer was used to cool the bed for ac-

Design Comideratiom: The sorptlonpump was qutsition. The coohng source must be disconnected
designedto operatem adiurnal cycle where the acqui- during the production period and a large-capacity
sitton took place during the Maman night when the thermal switch was designed and built to perform this
coldest temperatures could be obtained with radiators, function. The thermal switch was motor driven with
The CO2 would then be released and compressed dur- large-surface area contacts which closed the thermal
mg the day during the propellant production period connection.
whc.1solar power ts available.

The compressordesignwas intended to include inilhd Test Results: Carbon dioxKic storage_.;
flight-like features yet provtde a flexible system. The substantial when operated with pure CO2 under a tem-
compressc_ included an aluminum, vacuum-jackew.d perature swing from -70 C to 150 C. Over 3.3 kg of

cot_essed CO2 was suppliea. This rctnesents over
16%of the sorbantmass. _thou_ testingwaslimited

Imm_ in this initial study, results wi_h Martian simuimat gas
reduced the mass stom_ fraction to less than 8_r. It is
urnlceagwhy the reduclion was so sevege, even with
e.,tensive circulation of fresh atmosphere mix f_ the
ent_ adsorption cycle. Mass spectrometer dam de-
tected sil_Ecant quantities of the trace gases in th_
lxoduct mea'n. _mlr,_ that ,d_ of the
pm is

umk t_lh i_lovd_ domm. Amimmml, finned hem
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FABRICATION AND PERFORMANCE OF ZIRCONIA ELECTROLYSIS CELLS FOR CARBON

DIOXIDE REDUCTION FOR MARS IN SITU RE,SOURCE I_:'I-ILIZAriON APPLICATIONS. N. Q Mmh.

B W. Chung, R Doshl, G R Lear, K MontgomeD, and E T Ong. AlhedSsgnal Aerospa_.e Equipment Systems.
2525 West 190th Street. Torrance CA 90504-6009, USA qnguyen mmht_ alheds_gnal comb

Introduction. Use of the Martian atmosphere fired at elevated temperatures to remove the organic,,,
(95ff CO,,) to produce oxygen (for propellant and hie The anode layer (mixture of platinum or strontmm-
support) can significantly lower the required launch doped lanthanum mangamte and zlrcoma) is then
mass and dramatically reduce the total cost for Mars apphed on the electrolyte surface to produce a com-
missions. Zsrcoma electrolysis cells are one of the plete cell.
technologies being considered for oxygen generation Ztrconia cells having thin electrolytes have been
from carbon dioxide m Mars In Sttu Resource Utd_- successfully fabricated by the tape calendenng proc-
zation (ISRU) production plants. The attractive lea- ess described above Rgure 2 shows, as an example,
tures of the zircoma cell for this applicatson include a rmcrograph of a fracture surface of a zlrcoma cell
sm_ple operation and lightweight, low volume system produced by tape caleudermg

A zlrcoma electrolysis cell is an all-solid state de- Performance of Zir_:onia Cells: ZIrconia cells
vice. based on oxygenqon conducting zircoma elec- made by the tape calendering proces_ have been
troiytes, that electrocherrucally reduces carbon dsox- tested for their electrochenucal performance. Per-
ide to oxygen and carbon monoxide_ The cell con- formance tests mainly revolve the determination of
slsts of two porous electrodes (the anode and cath- cell current/voltage characteristics at different tern-
ode) separated by a dense zircoma electrolyte. Typi- peratures (700 ° to 900°C). Figure 3 shows an exam-
cal zircoma cells contain an electrolyte layer which is pie of performance curves obtained at 800°C for a 5
200 to 400 mk'3meter thick. The electrical conduc- cmx 5 cm zlrconia cell. High COz utilization fup to
tivity requirement for the electrolyte necessitates an 78%) has also been demonstrated. Thermal cycle and

operating temperature of 900° to 1000°C. Recently, thermal shock properties of tape calendered cells
the fabrication of zirconia cells by the tape calender- have been evaluated. Thermal cycle tests involve
ing has been evaluated. This fabrication process pro- repeated heating and cooling of cells between room

vtdes a simple means of,nakmg cells having very thin temperature and 900°C at a ramp rate of
electrolytes (5 to 30 micrometers). Thin zirconia 10°C/minute. Thermal shock tests involve exposing
electrolytes reduce cell ohmic losses, permitting effi- room-temperature samples to a 900°C environment
cicnt operation at lower temperatures (8000C or be- and then removing the red hot samples to quench it,
low). Thus, tape-calendered cells provides not only room temperature. Zirconia cell samples tested to
the potentaal of low temperature operation but atso date show no structural damage or degradation after
the flexibility in operating temperatures. This paper the thermal cycle and thermal shock tests. Multicell
describes the fabrication of zirconia cells by the tape (two- and three-cell) stacks were successfully fabri-
calendering method and discusses the performance ca,ed and operated. Figures 4 and 5 show a photo-
results obtained to date. graph of a three-cell stack and its currenffvolta_

Fabrication Process: The tape calendering proc- curves, respecuvely. As seen in Figure 5, pefform-
ess for making zirconia electrolys_s cells is shown in ante of individual cells in the stack is well matched.
Filpae 1. This process involves first mixing electro- The stack is able to sustain multiple (5) thermal cy-
lyre (zirconia) and cathode (mixture of platinum and cles from room temperature m 800°C without signifi-
zirconia) powders with organic binders in a high- cant performance degradation (Figure 6).
intemity mix¢_ to form plastic masses. Electrolyte Admowledgmm_: This work is sponsoced by
and cathode plastic magses are rolled into tapes using Jet Propulsion Laboratory under Conffact 960970.
a two-roll mill. Electrolyte and cathode tapes of cer- The authors would like to thank Dr. Don Rapp for his
rain thickness ratio are laminated and rolled mto a encouragement and support.
thin bilay_r tape. This bilayer tape is then laminated
with a cathode tape and roiled again into a thin tal_.
This proem= can be repeated until an electrolyte of
the desired thickness is obtained. In general, it takes
only three rollings to Woduce micrometer-thick elec-
trolym layers. The 5hal bilayer_ is cut to sizeand

1999053716-015
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HYDROGEN PLASMA REDUCTION OF PLANETARY MATERIALS. R Curner. J. Blaoc, and M. Trkula,

MadStop J-567, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lo_ Alamos NM 875-'15, USA (curner(_a:lanlgov,
jblacnc@lanl gov, mtrkula@lanl.gov)

Large-scale utilizatton of resources in space explora- experiments are being conducted in well-agitated flu-
tzon and colomzation must include the abthty to pro- tdized beds wnth the plasma maintained above Gas
vide oxygen for propulsion and life support In addt- flow ts selected so that particles are constantly earned
tnon, metals and other structural materials must be pro- into the plasm_ regton. We are also examining ctrcu-
duced from locally available planetary resources. We lating plasma flmdized bed reactors. Here, sohd parti-
propose to develop a new extracttve process for re- cles are fed from a conventional fluidized bed (the res-
source utilization in space, This process also has the ervoir) into a "riser" section nn which they are trans-
potential for water extraction from hydrous minerals ported by high velocity gas through the plasma regton.
(water could in turn be used to produce oxygen). Re- At the exit of the riser, the gas is separated from the
duction of anhydrous silicate and oxide rmnerals to solids (e.g. in a cyclone) and the solids fall back mto
produce oxygen and metals will require the importation the reservmr bed, where they can be fed through the
of hydrogen, which must be recycled with minimal riser section again. By varying the gas flow velocity m
losses. The proposed process uses a microwave or the riser section and pressure differential between the
radio frequency produced atomic hydrogen plasma, reservoir and riser, one can vary the solids number
Electromagnetic energy couples to hydrogen gas to density in the riser for optimal electromagnetic cou-
form a non-equilibrium plasma in a reactor configura- piing. For space-based applications, we propose a re-
tlon that we believe is ideal for low gravity applica- iated process in which the mineral particles are fed
tions. One can form a plasma with high concentrations from a reservoir fluidized bed or hopper into a
of atormc hydrogen, at modest bulk temperatures. "downer" reactor where they stmply fall under reduced
Thus, we force the system into a standard state where gravity through the glow discharge region as Indicated
the reductant atomic hydrogen is the key species. This in Figure 2:

dramatically shifts standard free energies of reaction, sot._s_
for example:

] _ GAS FXIT TOSF.FARATORSI Re_o_ [ Cx_-m_,ca).aG(H-ba._)a(:; A.'_Rr_ct.E

I "l'tO:P �(2H9o¢4H)_'ri + 2H_,O I +104kcal -91kent 1 _ • ;

, AI'_+(BI'IT_.6F[)"* Ai+ BHTO! +224kcal -8t kcal i •l TiF3 �0/2X_ 3H)-.,,,Ti �3HF ��Ô�`�kcal-18Real oCO0- GtI_Vtryvr_z-l-o_t

0

Shifting the chemistry from molecular hydrogen to the •
atomic analogs clearly shifts the equilibrium from one

favoring reactants to one favoring products. A con- -----ti _t K ...i_

ceptual flow sh_t for a sl_ce-b_ process using this eAS
chemistrymight appearasshownin Figure 1: _'_t_st_z,

1'

_uue_dcJ_eBbe_t_o_t_wdh_Jrotpf_- iuctectJ_, _JpJ_t _ caa'_Jnt_i_ _s show=hay, _tnt -
ell mumaplzmn p:um_iee(e.trwl_ _aJeqcy) 8e tlsn

lime.
C_ntl to this _ is tl_ use of _ 5ed

laun_ m_-to., which_ _id _ to I_
throughtheSlOWdisch_s=.We are cut-

-: ml llutdl,_ bed eoofil_. Ini6tl s:reeet_ _ Uwm_fr_mthep, st,a'emat_heexitofthe -
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8 PLASMAREDt'CTION Ctlrner. et al

,.Jowner section, feed pamcles could be transported atormc hydrogen and aids m uniform conversion of
back to the reservotr for another pass if needed, or reactants to products Of course, our demonstrauon

stmply disposed of. The unreacted hydrogen gas experiments involving reduction of mineral surrogates
would be recycled after separatton from other products to the base metals and water extracnon from minerals
Sinmlarly, upon splitting of water products to produce must ultimately be correlated to the corresponding op-
oxygen, the hydrogen gas would be recycled. The erations m low gravity. We will discuss an integrated
downer reactor offers several advantages which en- approach to process development revolving demon-
hance the probability of success. F_rst, by controlling stration expertments and mittal results and concurrent
the sohds feed rate from the reservoir and the gas flow engineenng. In particular, we will dmcuss key issues
in the downer section, we could achieve essentmlly a related to electromagnetic couphng m particle-laden
counter-current reactor with continuous removal of gas streams, the chemical kmeucs of metal extraction,

volatile byprod_ts from the plasma region. This plasma-solid interactions, and chemical process design.
maintains the driving force towards metal production The importance of the last issue should not be under-
and would help limit back reactions. Second, the estimated since an integrated set of umt operations will
downer reactor allows the solids to fall essentially in be necessary. We believe future assessments must

plug flow (i.e. a delta funcuon residence time). This continue to include: composition dependencies, tern-
permits precise control over the extent of reacuon. A perature and flow reqmrements for feed and make-up
downer plasma reactor could also be configured with streams, acceptable particle number densities and szze
continuous addition and removal of solids. Good gas- dlstribuuons, separations m I,_wgravity, and the overall
solid contact maximizes the desired reactions with process power reqmrements.

] 9990537 ] 6-0 ] 8



LOW-POWER TEMPERATURE-SWING ADSORPTION FOR MARS ATMOSPHERE ACQUISITION.

J. E Finn. Astrobiology "lechnology Branch. NASA Amr_ Rc_ca[ch Ccntcr. Mall Stop 239-15, Moffett Fxeld CA

94035. USA (jfinn@mad arcma.,,a.gov)

The promise of ISRU-based rrusslon architectures lute Martian atmosphere. Perhaps its most _mportant

for Mars surface exploration will begin to be realized characteristic ts _ts abthty to operate with httte or no

during the next decade as robotic spacecraft sent to electrical power, as xt instead can act as heat engine

Mars carry components and whole chermcal plants for between the cold Martian night and the warmer day, or

producing propellants from the planet's atmcsphere between a source of waste heat and the colder Martian
These chemical plants will need to perform three pn- enviromnent. Other advaatages include the absence of

mary operations: acquisition of atmospheric carbon rapidly moving parts and the ease with which it can be

dioxide, reac ons to transform the gas into oxygen and scaled in size to a large range of potential applications.
possibly fuel, and storage of the products. This pres- It avoids some of the problems associated with cold-

entation focuses on development of technologies at trapping, such as the fouhng of refrigerated heat-

NASA Ames Research Center for the first of these op- transfer surfaces and potential formation of dry ice in
erat_ons, carbon d_oxide acquisition inconvenient locations. Furthermore, _t can potentially

separate the other constituents of the atmosphere

The carbon dioxide acquisition component for a (mostly N2 and At) to form both a purified CO._ prod-
propellant production plant has several general, top- uct and a valuable men gas byproduct.

level requirements. It has a stringent requirement for

rmnimal power consumption; a critical need for long- By taking full advantage of the Mars diurnal tern-
term rehability over the period of time the chemical perature cycle, a simple compressor can be constructed

plant must operate (say, 500 dzys); a production rate that makes minimal use of electrical energy and avoids

reqmrement for carbon dioxide, and a state point re- complicating accessory equipment such as active
quircment (particularly pressure) for the CO2 produced, cooling loops that consume more power, add mass, and

The first two requirements I_lp deterrmne the best reduce reliability. We have proven the concept by

technological approach, while the latter two generally building and operating simple adsorption compressors
define the characteristics (e.g., size and power co_.- that operate on a Mars-like temperature cycle (see Fig-

sumption) of the device. Mass and volume must be use 1).
minimized, as usual.

Tim energy requirements of a temperature-swing

Power consumption is likely to be a pivotal factor adsorption compressor can be estimated through

for selection of th¢ acquisition technology. For illus- evaluation of the latent heat of desorption plus the sen-
tration, consider a demand for CO2 at 1 bar obtamed sable heat of the _rbent and the adsorbed CO2 it car-

from the atmosphere at 7 mbar. lsentropic compression nes. Reaching elevated pressures in the neighborhood
requires about 380 kJ per kilogram of CO2. or 18 W of I bar requires a relatively high latent heat of de-

assuming six hours of production per day, i.e., while sorption of CO2; for some sorbents half of the required

photovoltaic electricity is available. While this appears energy goes to supplying this latent heat. For the de-
_o be a relatively small power demand, mechanical signs we are presently investigating, the total energy

sin#e-stage vacuum pumps have low efficieatcies, typi- requirement is estimated at 2700 kJ per kilogram CO,..

¢adly about 7% of iscntropic for this 140:1 comprc_iot Agmn. the i_t point here is that this energy need
ratio. The energy demand is about 5400 kJ [mr kilo- not be electrical: the Mars environment can provide
grim COx. Ten kilograms of CO2 per day (an amount most if not all of this heat, and downstream proctor's

that may be required in a near4mm mission) produced or passive solar energy can provide the rest. In appli-
in six hours would n_luite roughly 2.5 kWe of high- cations where low-quMity heat is mt available, a _la-

quality electrical power, a high figure for a Mars tively small amount of electrical energy may be used.

lander. Furthermore, a _ of serious engineering
must be overcon_ to allow such pumps to Our devices have been tested in an environmental

opmme r©iiably for long periods of time under such chamber under simulated Mars atmospheric conditions
as fi'equent stoi_ and girts, cold night._ large of gas composition, pressure, and diurnal temperature

temperature cycles, and dust. cycle (Figure 2). We will present results and at_l_
of this ongoing experimental effort, and discuss some

Tenlperattne-swing adsorption is fr_uentiy men- of the technological issues that will be important in

tioned as a possible candidate for compressing _ di- building more advanced hardware,
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Figure2: A refrigerated,temperature-programmed
Figure 1: An experimentaladsorptioncompressor environmental simulation chamber is used in these

(supported by a bracket) is mounted on a bell jar's experiments. Gas blending and pressure control is at
baseplate for testing under simulated Mars conditzons the left; data acquisztlon and test control software ts on
of gas compositaon,temperature,and pressure the right.
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TRADE STUDY OF FIVE IN-SITU PROPELLANT PRODUCTION SYSTEMS FOR A MARS SAMPLE

RETURN MISSION. S T. Cneen. D M Deffenhaugh. M A Miller. Southwest Research Institute, 6220 Culebra
Rd.. San Ant_mto,Texa_ 78238, USA (sgreenf_.swrl._rg)

Introduction: One of the goals of NASA's Two of the chemical plants prcxtuce
HEDS enterprise ts to estabhsh a long-term human methanol and oxygen, and three plants prtxtuce
presence on Mars at a fraction of the cost of methane and oxygen. An example of one of these
employing today's technology. The most direct systems ts deptcted m the slmphfied process flow
method of reducing mission cost _s to reduce the diagram shown here In all of the systems, CO, _s
launch mass of the spacecraft, lf the propellants for taken from the Mars atmosphere by a sorption
the return phase of the mlsston are prf_luced on Mars. compressor and fed to the chemtcal plant The CO_
the total spacecraft mass could Ix: reduced is combined wtth hydrogen, which ts transported
stgnificantly. An interim goal msa Mars Sample from Earth and chemxcally converted into a fuel and
Return (MSR) m_ssion, which ts proposed to oxygen.

demonstrate the feastbdtty of m-situ propellant Analysis: The ISPP plants were analyzed
ptoductton (ISPP) Five candidate ISPP systems fi_r with a commercial chemical plant software package.
producing two fuels and oxygen from the Martmn CHEMCAD TM (ChemstatJons. Inc, Houston, Texas).
atmosphere are cons,dered m thts destgn trade-off
study: This approach provides a uniform methodology for

computing the plant thermal and chemtcal
1) Zzrcoma cell with methanol synthesis, performance so that the different ISPP opuons can be

2) Reverse water gas shift with water objectively compared on a power and mass basis.
electrolysis and methanol synthesis. This package, like many others on the market, ts

3) Sabatmr process for methane production intended for use m the petroleum refimng and
hydrocarbon processing industry. Some ISPP

with water electrolysis, components (e.g., water condensers) do not have
4) Sabatier process wtth water electrolysis and exactly analogous CHEMCA_" models, however.

partial methane pyrolysis, and by combining two or more stmpler models, these
5) Sabatmr/RWGS combination wtth water components arestmulated.

electrolysts. The CHEMCAD" software was used to

These systems have been the subject of compute the thermo-chemical performance and flow
numerous previous analytical studies and laboratory, distribution for each ISPP system Thts detailed
demonsu'ations. In this investigation, the systems are _ I
objectively compared on the basis of thermochemical ,,-.-,_'_ " w I
performance models using a conunonly used _ J
chemical plant analysis software package. The ,IM._

realistic effects of incomplete chemical conversion _., I
and gas phase separator performance are included in Ithese models. This study focuses on the chemical
processing and product separation subsystems. The
CO2compression upstream of the chemical plane and ,
tim liquef_-tion/storagecomponentsare not included
here.

For the purposesof this study, the return
': vehicle dry mass was assumed to be about 150 kg

and tit, _ AV required for reumUngto F.au'this
assumed to be 9 knCsec (launch plus Mars-Earth e.,=_, o,e,lame.
trajectory insertion). Fuel choices are limited to
methane and methanol For the methane option.......
270 kg of fuel and 1000 kg of oxygen are required for _o,

themum trip. In a _1 en_nt,660I_ of fuel _ mt-tmt,__, mg
= s i

and 930 kg of oxygen me needed. To provide a basis ._..__I

for the chemical process flOWnt_, it was stipulated _ m-*lm, *_omm_
thatthe ISPPplantwouldoperateon Man overa
500-day period while pcepering for the Earth-rettn RW_ Wl Ilethltl_ Fleltotor
lamlch window.
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_ ISPP System Resource Requirements
ZJrconiaCell/ RWGS/ Simple SabatierlCH4 Sabatler/

Methanol Methanol Sabatier Pyrolysis RWGS
TRL=4 TRL=4 TRL-.-5 TRI=5 TRI.=4

Electrical Power (watt) 1395 4100 1333 1617 2686

Cooling Load(watt) 359 3000 560 621 1603

Mass(kg) 42.31 75.53 20.55 30.09 40.02

analys.s was used as a basis for estimating the as high importance. Production rate was considered
electrncal power requirements, heat rejcctLon to b¢ of medium Importance since all the systems
requirements, and mass of each system component, could easily meet the required production rates. The
The results of the analysis and an assessment of the remaining crit,.'riawere given low importance.
technology readiness level are summarized for each

Results: Within each evaluauon category,
ISPP system m the above table, each ISPP system ss ranked according to the

The relative merits of the five ISPP systems quantitative model results and current state of the
were evaluated using a commercially available system's development. The results of the decision
decision analysis package, DccideRight '_. analysis are presented in the table below. The
Essentially, a decision table is formed with Sabatier systems are more highly rated mainly
alternaUve choices listed as rows c.f the table and the because of their advanced development in military
evaluation criteria as columns of the table, non-space applications. The low rating for the
Evaluation criteria are sorted from left to right mn RWGS system was due primarily to the high power
order of nmportance 0.e., the factor considered to be consumption in the main reactor as a result of its high
most significant in rncetmg overall nee,As ends up in reflux flow requirement

the leftmost position). Similarly, as choices are Acknowledgement: This paper is based on
evaluated according to effectiveness in meeting the a project conducted under a grant from NASA-different criteria, the best choices migrate to the top
of the list. When the process is complete, the best Johnson Space Center under the direction of Mr. Rob
choice should emerge at the top of the list of Moreland. All details of this investigation are fully
alternatives, described in the project final report:

The factors considered in this design I1ade Deffenbaugh, D. M., Green, S. T., Miller, M. A.,
study are sysmm reliability, cost to produce flight Treuhafi, M. B., 1998, "Mars In-Situ Propellant
hardware, system mass and volume, power Production," Final Report, Southwest Research
consumption, production rate, ancillary equipment Institute Project 04-1303, NASA Contract NAG9-
needs, fuel choice, and system scalability. System 957, March 1998.
reliability, cost, mass, and power were all weighted

Nomm,jm
• mm__lt_m_lqm0w D

_,.,,m_,_., .... il;::lll[Z:l .._
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A CONTINUED FEASIBILITY STUDY OF WATER VAPOR EXTRACTION FROM TIlE

ATMOSPHERE OF MARS. M.R G-rover, M.O Htlstad, M A Schneider. and A.£. Bru_kner, Department nf
Aeronauhcs and Astronautics, University of Washington, Box 352400. Seattle WA 98195-2400. USA.

Key to a successful ongoing Mars exploratton destgn requtrements for the unit are based upon the
program is the identification of an indigenous source of restrictive design parameters of a robottc Mars mtsston
water on Mars. both for propellant productton, and tn powered by solar energy Under such condmons tt is
the long term. %r support of human explorers At the assumed that the average power available for WAVAR
Umverstty of Washington, a process called WAVAR. or operation ts no more than 400 W during a ten-hour
Water Vapor Adsorphon Reactor, has been the focus of pertod of usable solar flux. The phystcal stze of the
ongoing studtes [1,2]. A relahvely stmple process, unit ts hmlted tu that whtch fits on a Mars lander
WAVAR extracts water vapor distributed in the Martian platform, having a footprint less than 2 mz and volume
atmosphere by adsorbing it in zeolite 3A. a strongly less than 1 m3 To evaluate the performance of the
hydrophilic crystalline alumino-sdmate molecular sieve design, thts study stmulates WAVAR operatton under
adsorbent commonlyusedinindustl'taldehurmdifiers, various Mars ambient condmons, both real and

As shown m Ftg. 1. WAVAR in its most basic form hypothehcal.
passes Martian atmosphere through a bed of zeohte 3A Key to the WAX,AR concept is the use of a
pellets. Once saturated, the bed is tsolated and the molecular sieve adsorbent called zeolite, a su'ongly
adsorbed water ts driven off by heating through hydrophilic crystalhne alurruno-silicate commonly used
microwave irradtaUon. The water is then condensed tn industrial dehunudlfiers. For WAVAR, a zeolite

and collected for storage• must be chosen that adsorbs water molecules but not
other spectes m the Martian atmosphere. The major

DustFdter ZeoliteB_ constituent of the Maman atmosphere ts CO2 f95°A by
Dehumldt fled

[--7 _o,, ..--- volume) and ts the prtmary spectes to be excluded The

Maman

:Fa_j' only zeohte that can exclude CO, is the K type (type
_'"--/_ 3A), which is a zeolite with most of the naturally

Atmos_,rc

IT } occurring smaller sodium cations replaced by larger
saturated Dry potassium cations. This reduces its average pore size to

• 7_L'oIII¢ Zot)hte

! 3 A which excludes the 3.3/_. size of CO: but accepts
e_n the 2.65/_ size of water [5].

• w_,_ I _= E.,_,a_ An important parameter of zeolite 3A is its capacity
vapor for water, defined as the mass of water adsorbed per

unit mass of dry zeolite. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the

Fig. I The WAVAR process, capacity of zeolite 3A varies strongly with both the
ambtent vapor pressure of water and the temperature.

While a simple process, the challenge in These data were obtained from a chart published by
engineering WAVAR lies in the volumetric processing W.R. Grace Davison Molecular Sieves [6], having
requirements brought about by the very low water vapor isotherms down to 253 K. The isotherms down to
content in the Martian atmosphere. The seasonal 170 K, represented by dashed lines, were obtained by
variation of local humidity at the two Viking Lander logarithmically extrapolating the available data. These
sites was found to be in the range of ~l.8xl04 - isotherms are important indicators of zeolite

2×10 "6kg/m3 at VL-I and -4x10 t° - 3x10 6 kg/m3 at performance in Martian ambient conditions.
VL-2 [3]. The global average as measured by the The specific WAVAR design used in this study is
Viking orbiters was found to be -2xl0"_klgm 3 [4]. based upon the geometry of a previousWAVAR design
Assuming 100% extraOion, the global average [2]. Tit= adsorption bed parameters in this study,
concentration requires the processing of ~Sx10 s m3 of critical in determining WAVAR performance, arc as
amtosphere to oboin I kg of water. Although certainly follows: bed area = 0.8 m2, bed thickness = 0.006 m,
feasible, the engineering challenge lies in carwing out bed nmss ,. 2.9 kg, filter area = 0.8 m2.
extraction while maintaining a power level that is a in previow_ WAVAR studies as well as in this
rcatamable percentage of typical space mission power study, simulations were carried out using Mars ambitmt
budgets, and at the sat_ time minimizing the physical conditions at the Viking _ 1 & !1 sites, the Martian
size of WAVAR. North Pole, and at a hypothetical site termed New

In this study a WAVAR design is exmnined that Houston, which has the global average water vapor
uses U acljve _ for gellerating air flow. The concentration.
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bed was also reduced from 3 mm to 2 nun to ensure

Isoeern'__K) adequate mtercepUon of flow by the zeohte.

_ 022 iT0'_'t,_ "_)21o-'z°_ _ z_ _3_ _0 Prehmmary results mdmate that the thinner bed will
__ -- ,-7-7-7-,"-TT7-," ---r, make possible better ymld whde reducing the po_er

0:o , ,' ,',',;-;,;,;," requirements lnmal results show a 40% mcrease m
018

water collected whde reducing the i:x_wer requirement
0 x6 bv at least 10(_ compared to the eqmvalent area thicker
014, . ," ,' " bed..¢.

012
£ olo

g 06 References: [11 Williams, J.D., Coons, S.C. and
_. 0._ Bruckner, A.P. (1995), JBIS, Vol. 48, 347-354. 121

o2 Grover, MR., and Bruckner, A.P. (1998) AIAA 98-

oo 3302 [31 Ryan, J.A., Sharman, R.D., and Lucich, R.DIf)"_ IO" 104 10": 113-, 1@ 10: 102 103
(!982) J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 87, 1982, pp. 7279-7284

Parbal Presstu'e_,ate¢ Vaixx (to_')
[4] Can', M.H. (1996) Water on Mars, Oxford

Fig. 2 Isotherms for capacity as a function of water University Press, 3-46. [5] Breck, D.W. (1974) Zeohte
partial pressure. The curves are from W.R. Molecular Sieves. [61 "GRACE Davison Molecular
Grace Davison Molecular Sieves [61. Dashed Sieves Brochure for Zeolite 3A,'" (no date) W.R. Grace
curves represent Iogarithrmc extrapolations. & Co.

10" *

North Pole

I0 -r' - .,, " _ Ne'w Hou_on

10"7,

10-eI0"*
i

1040
0 tO0 2OO 3OO 4OO 5OO 6OO 7OO

"r',ne(dw/z),SotsI._50.

Fig. 3 Seasonal variation of vapor concentration
as used in the simulations. Solid lines are
actual data, dashed lines are estimated.

The seasonal water vapor concentration variations
at these sites can be seen in Fig 3. In addition to
seasonal variations, during a typical Martian sol the
temperature varies sipif_mtly and thus so does the
watercapacityof thezeolite.Thisvsriation,combined
with daily cycles in available solar energy, dictate the
_desocp¢ion cyclinl of the WAVAR.

]Previous _ rammed a 4 cm bed lhiclmess.

The cunent study used a bed thickaess of 6 ram which
analysisindicateswill provi_ad_pmu=
performing,getu_mg_ d_kneuof_ zeolitebed
givessigni6cambeaefnsmzh,,.Wesm'edropacrossthe
bed ilad tberefocethe poM_ re_ of the fln. in
dum_ngthebedthickness,zeolitepelletsizewithinthe
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DEVELOPMENT UNIT CONFIGURATION AND CURRENT STATUS OF THE MIP/MTERC
EXPERIMENT. K J Juanero and K R ]t,hn._ui,.Cahforn;a Institute of Techn_.)l_,g_.Jet Propul_lan I.aborato_.
4800 Oak G_e Dnxe. Pasadena CA 91109. USA _kenneth j juanero@jp] nasa g,,_. ken
neth r ]ohnson(,_,jplnasagov_

Abstract: The Mars In-Situ Propellant Producuon from the Mars Atmosphere Acqmsltton and Compres-
tlSPPD Precursor fMIP) experiment package is planned slon (MAAC) ('02 sorptlon compressor MTERC wdl
tor mcluston on the Mars 2001 Lander Ttus expert- provide the data needed to optimize the design of ra-

ment package consists of five experiments whose put- dmtors for ISPP and other processes.
pose is to demonsuate the performance of varmus ISPP A MTERC Development Unit (DU) has been fabn-
processes m-sltu on Mars The demonstrated abtlity to cared and tested at JPL. The MTERC DU conslsts of
produce propellant for Ma_s Return Vehicles (MRV) ,s I ) a radiator subassembly. 2) a motor/cover subassem-
constdered to be a necessary precursor to any future bly. 3) a differential temperature control clrcutt and
manned misston to Mars. Tl'e Mars Thermal Environ- motor control electromcs c_rcutt board, and 4) a com-

ment/Radmtor Characterization (MTFRC) experiment mand and data handhng electronics circuit board. This
ts part of the MIP package anJ _s intended to deterrmne paper will describe the operational theory, and the con-
the Mars mght sky temperature as well as to character- figuration of the MTERC DU and wdl discuss the cur-
Ize the performance degradation of rad,ators caused by rent status of the MTERC experzment development
environmental exposure oa Mars over 0me. Radmtors including some _lected results of performance testing
are needed as part of the ISPP process to remove heat that has been completed prior to the ISRU III meeting.
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MARS IN-SITU PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PRECURSOR (MIP) FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION

PROJECT: OVERVIEW. D. I Kapla:l_. J E Rathff f. R S Baird _,G ,J SanderJ, K R k_hn_on2. P B Karlmann:.
K J. Juanero2, C R Baraona-_.G. A Lalxllsx. P P Jenkins _, and D. A. Schmman _, _NASA John_m Space Center,
Ho_ton. Texas. 77058; :Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena. Caltforma 91109, 3NASA Lewis
Research Center, 21000 Brookpark Road. Cleveland. Ohio 44 |.

introduction: Strategic planning for human mlsstons of fore. MIP would h__",o operate for a l,fetmle of 90 sols
exploraUon to Mars has conclusively identified m-sttu or more on Mars.

propellant production (ISPP) as an enabhng technology
[!]. A team of sctenttsts and engineers from NASA's ,=,
Johnson Space Center. Jet Propulsion Laborator). and --
Lewis Research Center is preparing the MARS ISPP I_

PPJECURSOR(MIP) Fhght Demonstration The objec- |

tires of MIP areto characterizethe performanceof pro¢- I
esses and hardware which are tmportam to ISPP con- ¢ ", •
cepts and to demonstrate how the_ processes aM hard- "
ware interact wxth the Mars envtronmcnt. Operating thts :_

hardwarein the actualMars envtronmentis extremely _
imporiantdue to bothuncertamtmsin our kncwlcdgeof , .,.

the Mars envlromrnent as well as because of conditions _ V "_"
thatcannot be adequately simulated on Earth. L

L
The MIP Flight Dem_,,istrationts a payload onboard the Mars ISPP Precursor(MIP) Fhght Demonstration
MARSSURVEYORLander and will be launched m Aprtl
200!. MIP w=;Ibe the first hardware to utilize the m- Mars Atmto_herk Aeo--isition and Compression

dtgenous resources of a planet or moon. lts successfu! OdAAC): The most readily available re....... "m Mars
operationwill pavetheway for futurerobotic andhuman tstheatmosphere. Hence,carbond,, _,- which
nussionsto rely on propellantsproducedusingMartian makes upmore than95¢k of the atn_ ,¢t¢., = he Ira-
resourcesasfeedstock, mary resourcebemg consideredfor e,.. ". missions.

However, the M" s atmospheric pressure ,s only 6 to 10

MIP Overview and Objectives: MIP ,s comprised of tort (0.I to .15 psi). while most ISPP _ocesses operate
five distinctexperiments;their nantesandkeyobjectives at approximately760 to 3800 torr (I to 5 attn.). There-
are: fore. a COz collecuon and compressiondevice is re-

. Mars Atmospheric Acquisition and Compression quired that is relatively small, light-weight, power effi-
(MAAC): to selectivelyabsorband compresscarbon cient, tolerantto dustcontanunation,ruggedand reliabk_
dioxide from the Martianaunosphere; enough to operate for long periods under the severe daily

• Oxygen C_ncralor Subsystem (OGS): to Wodu_ and seasonal tentl_atuure variations.
prolmllant-grade,pureoxygen;

• lVhrs Array Technology Experiment (MATE): to The primary objective of the MAAC experiment is to
mmm=rethe spectrumat the MLtrssurface and Io test demo_rate _d ch_actetize the performanceof a sorp-
tever=lndvancedphotovolmicsolmceils, tioncompressor.A _ compressorcmu_.qsvirtu-

. Dust A¢cunmlati_ and Repulsm_ Tesl (DART): to ally no moving pros and achieves its compression by
investigawthepropertiesof dustandm testte_rdques altemamycoolingandhutimga sorbembedamuptised
tomiUgmetheseulinl_of ai_oornedustomosolarar. of _s t4dcha_b low pcessu_gts m low tem-
m_ and paratmes and deso_ high pressme gas at highertern-

. M=rs_ Envmmmem& lgadiator_ peraues. The clmrgtamics ofthemater_inthe
tion (MTERC):to moasurethenightskytmnpm'anne sorptionpumpdefineh°wmuchsascanbeabs°¢bedand
mdm_lhe_ofrsdiNo_ which species =re more readily absorbed over others.

nu= m _ i=¢kof _vi_ p=rts.,t tm =it=ifi.
"n= mw _ wmb= mma==, ,_t wtit_, m r.m tm==tm _ m_ tif,=ti_, tet_. ==t mb,=t.
o_=tltemm=l_ i=_ 40 = 24x _ nm,.
cm (15.7 x9.4 x9.8 incha), amdils nmss is S3 lq_(18.7
tim). M,,=,,c_ cO=during_ =otdmm nigh,

t=mlmr'_m_ar=t,a_alb/Z00"K.To f=ilimt=¢ooli_.
The _ effu_sof opmmi_ mtheMinim mvi- tht_ bedi, aura:bedtoa btmmmammlm' fa_ql
tommmi, k_, itmemeontmnS_ b_MU'._- _ nis_ t_. 0,_ m,m_m ,mo_ o_CO_tm bern

I
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absorbed (- 12.5 g_. the sorbent ,bed ts heated and pres- tied dast. and determine the rate of dust deposition, the
sure in the sorptlon pump rises until 815 ton" of pressure particle size dlstnbuhon, the particle opacity, the particle
is reached. P,t tfus point, CO: can now be feed to the shapes, and possibly reformation about the particle com-
OG, experiment, posmon through measurements of the optical properhes.

Oxygen Generator Subsystem {OGS): The ultimate DART wdl also incorporate tilted solar cells and an
objecm, e of any ISPP demonstration Is the pr_luction of electrustauc dust repulsion device. Instead of attempting
oxygen and/or fuel from m-sltu resources. The primary to remove settled dust, the DART experiment wdl use
objecuves of 'he OGS experiment are to demonstrate the high-voltage to attempt te repel the dust before it settles
production of oxygen from Martmn atmospheric carbon
dioxide (CO-,,)as well as to investigate the basic per- Mars Thertmll Environment & Radiator Characteri-

formance of z_rcoma solid-oxide oxygen generator zation (MTERC): Thermal management is critical for
hardware m the Mars enviromnent. The z_rcoma sol;d- efficient operation of an ISPP plant. Heat removal ra-
oxide oxygen generator produces oxygen by electrolyz- dmtors wall be required for such operations as cooling
mg CO2 at elevated temperatures (750°C_ to strip off an down a sorptlon pump sorbent bed, and cooling oxygen
oxygen ton from the molecule. Once the oxygen 1on has and fuel before hquefaction and storage.
been rerno,,ed from the CO2 molecule, the ztrconia mate-

hal acts as an oxygen pump and separator by allo_,ing The MTERC experiment will include four radiator
only the oxygen to pass through it's crystal lattice when a plates: two with high emissivay and two with low emis-
voltage ts applied across the zircoma material. The OGS sivity. One high and one low enussiwty plate will be
is sized tc '_roduce 0.5 standard cubic cenUmeters of O2 protected by a movable cover and will serve as the ex-
per n'_nu, (sccm) while operating. We desire to run the periment control radiators. These control radiators will
OGS about ten times on the Martian surface experience the least degraded measurement of the effec-

tive Mars night sky temperature and will serve as corn-
Mars Array Technology Experiment (MATE): U_.tii parisons for the two continuously exposed radiators in
Mars PATHFINDERlanded in July 1997. no solar array order to examine the impact of dust accumulation, wind
had ever been used on the surface of Mars. PATHF'LNDER abrasion, etc. on long-term radiator performance.
was designed for a relatively short duration mission

compared to a 500 sol surface stay for a Mars sample Conclusion: The successful performance of the five
return mission that would incorporate ISPP. Since mak- individual demonstrations of MIP will provide both
ing propellants and storing them cryogenically requires knowledge of and confidence in the reliability of this
significant pewer, power generation over a long period technology. At the completion of this flight demonstra-
of time is critical for mission success, tion, the MIP Team will be able to:

• recommend preferred hardware configurations for the
MATE will incorporate five different individual solar intake and adsorption of carbon dioxide from the Mar-
cell types, two different solar cell strings, and tempera- tian atmosphere;
turc sensors to characterize promising solar cell materials • understand the performanc_ characteristics of zirconia
and designs. MATE will also incorporate two radiome- cells to generate propellant-gradeoxygen;
ters and a dual spe_ometer. The dual spectrometer will • understand long-term performance degradation char-
measure the global solar spectrum from 300 to 1700 run acteristics of advanced solar array and radiator cow
by incorporating two separate photodiode arrays each cepts operated in the actual Mars environment;
with its own fiber optic feed and grating. Besides meats. • evaluate the functionality of electrostatically repelling
uringthesolarspectraon Mars,thedualspectrometer airbornedustfromlandingonasolararray;,and
will also identify dust absorption and reflection bands, * reconm_nd preferred hardware designs for innovative
qttantify daily variatio,as in spectra and intensity, and thermal management including the radiation of heat to
improve atmospheric modeling, the outside environment.

Dust Accunndation and Repulsion Test (DART): References:
Measurements from the PATHRNDERmission showed a [I] Hoffman, S.J. and Kaplan, D.I. (editors) (1997)
dust deposition rate of 0.3% per day during a relatively "Human Exploration of Mars: The Reference Mission of
clear (no dust storms) season. This accumulation could the NASA Mars Exploration Study Team" NASA Spe-
be cataserophic for a 500 sol lifetime mission, cial Publication 6107.

DART will utilize a microscope, a dust accumulation
monitor, and a sun position sensor package. The micro-
scope will measure the amount and the properties of set-
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DEVELOPMENT UNIT CONFIGURATION AND CURRENT STATUS OF THE MIP/MAAC

EXPERIMENT. P. B. K- Imann, K R. Juhn._on.D Rapp, and _ J Wu. Califc_rma In_tltu_e of Technology, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena CA 9110,), USA _paul b karlmannf_,.Ipl.nasa.go_, ken-
neth.r.johnson @jpl.nasa.gm, _.

Abstract: The Mars In-Situ Propellant Production A MAAC Development Umt tDU_ has been fabn-
(ISPP) Precursor (MIP! experiment package is planned cated and tested at JPL The MAAC DU consists of 1)
for inclusion on the Mars 2001 Lander. Th_s expert- a sorption bed filled w_tha CO2 selective sorbent ma-
ment package consists of five experiments whose put- renal, 2) a purge system to be used to penod_cly
pose is to demonstrate the performance of various ISPP backflush non-CO2 gases from the sorbent bed during
processes m-sltu on Mars. The demonstrated abthty to adsorption, 3) a JPL-developed gas-gap heat switch
produce propellant for Mars Return Vehicles IMRV) is that allows heat transfer to a radiator for heat removal
considered to be a necessary precursor to any future from the bed dunng the night time adsorption period
manned n'uss_onto Mars. The Mars Atmosphere Ac- and that impedes heat transfer during the day time de-
quisitic,a and Compression fMAAC} expertment _spart sorpt_on period, 4) a radmtor to radiate heat to the mght
of the MIP package and is intended to demonstrate sky during the adsorption period, 5) a set of three _so-
that, by using a sorpuon compressor, CO2 can be pref- lation valves and connecting tubing. 6) two pressure
erentially adsorbed at about 6 tort from the Mars at- transducers and several thermocouples for monitoring
mosphere during the mght when the bed is cold then the MAAC operating conditions, and comnmnd and
subsequently compressed to about 800 ton" by heating data handling electronics. This paper will describe the
the bed and desorbing CO2 during the day. The corn- operational theory and the configuration of the MAAC
pressed CO2 produced by MAAC is to be fed to the DU and will discuss the current status of the MAAC
Oxygen Generator Subsystem (OGS) where pure oxy- experiment development including some selected re-
gen is to be produced. Pure oxygen is considered to be suits of Ix rformance testing that has been completed
one of the primary consmuents of a future manned prior to the ISRU 1II meeting.
MRV propellant system.
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LUNAR IN-SITU PROPELLANT PRODUCTION (ISPP) TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH Christopher A
Kuh], Jame._E John_()n. Southwest Research lnqtJtute.

Future long duration mussions for robotic considerable energy. Alternatively, Sulfurtc Acid
and human explorauon of the solar system will Reduction presents .some challenges to bring tt to a
reqmre systems that can utilize in-situ materials viable lunar process, but _t _s potentially the lowest
durmg the mission in place of bringing consumable power and mass option.
resources from Earth. Oxygen, used as a propellant The Technology _'eadiness Level for the
and required for human habitat, is found abundantly Hydrogen Reduction and St,lfuric Acid Reductaor
in lunar soil in the form of oxides. Considerable methods has been assessed at level tour mainly
gains in mission performance are possible by because these systems as a whole or all of the major
utilizing lunar oxygen, alleviating the need for components will perform in a laboratory
spacecraft to transport it and reducing the mass environment. In the case of Hydrogen Reduc ,on,
fraction of the vehicle system at lift-off. Four in- critical elements of the process have been verified by
situ lunar oxygen extraction and production methods laboratory tests using lunar regolith simulant. Al,:o,
are addressed to help significantly reduce the mass low gravsty flight tests in NASA's KC-135 show tha_
fraction attributed to the transportauon of oxygen the basic fluidization process needed for proper
during a mission. Production methods addressed are operation of the fluidized-bed reactor will occur. The
Hydrogen Reduction of Illmenite, Carbothermal Sulfuric Acid process is based on modifications of
Reduction with Methane, Sulfuric Acid Reduction, one of the oldest and most successful processes used
and Molten Silicate Electrolysis. by industry to produce white paint pigment. While

Near term needs for manned missions to d=e this process has not been tested in tow gravity
lunar surface will require oxygen production rates in conditions, it is well known that pumping of slurries
the range of 10 to 30 mt/yr (metric tons per year). To and liquids used in the process will work in low
provide a means for mission planning in terms of gravity environments.
required mass and volume for a particular production The Technology Readiness Level for Molten
plant, a software package entitled Lunar Oxygen Silicate (Magma) Electrolysis and Carbothermai
Ram Sizing (LOPS) was developed to support plant Reduction with Methane has been assessed at level
scaling analysis. This software has beer used to three mainly due to the lack of complete validation of
show comparative sizing needs for lunar oxygen the processes in a laboratory environment. In the
plants over a production range of 2 to 100 mt/yr, case of Magma Electrolysis, only limited
Computed results compare favorably with values experimental work in small crucibles is reported m
found in the literature, in terms of specific energy and the literature. Carbothermal Reduction, as applied to
mass for given types of lunar oxygen plants, lunar applications, has had parts of the process
Conclusions from the computations show Hydrogen dmnoustrated, but questions still remain on how to
_on of Iimenite being the most massive and recycle carb_ in an effective manner.
having the largest energy requirenz_ and Sulfuric By comparing the Hydrogen Reduction
Acid Reduction the least in both aspects. For all method with the Sulfuric Acid Reduction Method,
processes, the l_OtOVOltaicpower plant comprises differencesin potential payoff and challenges in plant
over78% of thetotalmassoftheprocessingplant, setup, or risk, become apparent. Both processes
and the liquefaction subsystem comribmes negligibly Wovide about t_ same oxygen yield, but the
to the ovc_rMlmass and m_rgy _quirelnentsof a potentialgain by using Sulfuric Acid Reduction
pmductim plant, comes in the form of comiderably lower plant mess_

The Hydrogen Reduction process requires a end energy requirements. Attaining hish payoff of
great deal more energy and ma_ than others, but the the Sulfuric Acid proce_ mug be traded off with the
process is at a higher level of de-_eiopmentor TRL. perceived lower risk in setting up a Hydrol_
A determination of which process _Quld be best Reduction plant. This lower risk comes abom
suited among the other three processes considered because certain elements, f the Hydrogen Redection
will rely heavily on the technotogi_ feasibility process have been tested in low gravity
r_ than small differences in ma_ and energy, environmems. However, th=re appears to be !to
The results of these c,ompatisons can aid in convincing arl_nnents to preclude the Sulfuric Acid
idemifying a,eas of eac.h process tl_ need further _occu from working in the lunN environmel_ In :
resem'ch involvement, to ultimately determine if the additim, Sulfu_ Acid i_haetion _ at a --
useof a specific process is attainable. Taken on the presstm= of 1 atmosphere _ the Hydrol_
whole, Hydmlpm Reduction qq_mn m I_ e_ most l_dut_ Processt_mlly ol_ma_ ata _.of
develol_d pmc_a, but tt is mauive and needs tO _ This _ III_ .-_!_:_. ,. ,-:

_% - . _
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attracuveness of the Sulfuric Acid Process *Energy reqmrements for mmmg and
I'heretore. h_gh payoffs (lower mass. less energy, beneticlauon range from one-third to two-mirds of
smaller volume, and no feedstock benefication) the total energy required for the processing opuons
appear reasonable with further developments ol ".he studied. Hydrogen Reduction reqmres two-thirds of
Suifurtc Acid process, its energy for resource processing whereas the

Processes like Hydrogen Reduction, Carbothermal method requires one-third of its energy
Carbothermal Reduction, and Magma Electrolysis for resource processing. For all processes studied, the
must maintain their heat once started or go into a "hot mass of the mining and beneficatlon subsystems
standby" or idle mode when production Is stopped, contributed a mass fraction of 8% to Iq% of the total
A fluidized-bed reactor, for example, generally mass of a production plant. Clearl), the resource
contains firebrick, and if thermally cycled, the subsystem requirements for the Hydrogen Reduction
firebrick will crack and the reactor will eventually process greatly penalize this option to the point that it
fail. In the case of Magma Electrolysis, the magma may be excluded as a viable near term processing
can solidify in places where damage can be done to option for lunar oxygen.
the process equipment. These issues magnify the *In terms of energy required for chemical
concerns regarding reliability and soundness of processing, the Carbothermai method requires nearly
process controls fo: these i_oc_s_es two-thirds of its energy for the chemical pro,ess due

The use of photovoltaics couei., w:th to the requirement to operate at 1625°C whereas the
rege_aerative fuel cells as a means of generating Hydrogen Reduction method reouires slightly less
power, especially for continuous daylight and night than one-third of its total energy for the chemical
cycles, comes with significant weight penalty. The process. 5..l_',tric Acid and Carbothermal require 52%
nmss of a photovoltaic power system for any of the and 65%, respectively of its total energy for chemical
plant options producing 20 mt/yr of oxygen will be processing although in terms of total kilowatts, the
about 80% of the total mass of the plant. This Sulfuric Acid proces-is clearly the lowest.

implies using a process doting daylight hours only -For all processes studied, the energy and
and save the weight of the regen_ative fuel cells or mass requirements for the liquefaction and storage
look for other sources of energy, perhaps nuclear plant were a small fraction of the total ranging in the
power. If only daylight operation is used, the 2% to 5% region. This implies that not much would
processes must be able to stanup and shutdown be gained in reducing total energy and mass of the
easily. _ocessing options by reducing mass and energy

Summaries of the processes in terms of demands of the liquefaction plant and associ_w,d
mass, energy, and volume for 20 mt/yr plants are storage.
¢ovided below. As a final c _nclusion, the software

Preem lgt= Itae_ -Valid! developed in the present work appears to provide
lkWI valid results. The computed results in terms of plant

H_lml_ am=aim 93332 109 lU specific energy versus plant specific mass covering a
t_mb, m 4¢_ 59 SS wide range of oxygen production rates agree well

..... 55482 70 92 with values reported in the literature. This was true
l_.eataaim even when it was necessary to account for the
Sdtwicaad 44474 5s t6 differences in nuclear powe_ _ vef_
gin=no, photovoitaic power options. Thts _ that the

scaling process used in the software is providing

Imcoaant obset_tions and ¢onelesiom with good estinm_ of mass and energy f_r the fomr
regard to the distribution of mass and energy processing_.
requirement within the subsystems of the four

are as follows:

2
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LOW-COST, HIGH.PERFORMANCE CRYOCOOLERS FOR IN.SITU PROPRELLANT PRODUCTION.
J. L Martin _ . J.A Corey2, and I.A. Peters _. _Me_oscopl,_Devtce_, LLC. 350 thll_ bt Sulte 106, Rtchland, WA

99352 (jmartin@mesoscopic.com) :CFIC. lnc 302 Tenth St. Troy, NY 12180, (jcorey@rmndsprmg.comh _NASA
Johnson Space Center, mad code EP4, 2101 NASA Road One, Houston, TX "77058 etodd.pe_ers@jsc nasa.govl.

Introduction: A key feature of many In-SItu Re-

source Utilization (ISRU) schemes ts the producuon of --7---_ _
rocket fuel and oxidizer from the Marttan atmosphere. ,/,' ---_-_

/-

Many of the fuels under considerauon will reqmre ,.'
cryogemc cooling for efficient long-term storage. AI- _ .' /

though significant research has been focused on the ,/ , /// ,,'_--.. /-/-S ..... ---_-,_...techniques for producing the fuels from Martian re- ' : _ .
sources, httle effort has been expended on the devel- '.... . / ,.
opment of cryocoolers to efficiently liquefy these fuels. ..' _ / ,. ,
This paper describes the design of a pulse tube hque- ':" i ' . ,

tier optimized for iiquefyinlz oxygen produced by an ""_--_._'_. / , '
ln-Situ Propellant Production (ISPP) plant on Mars. _-__.,_ . .

Requirements for ISPP cryocoolers: A recent //
NASA paper outlined the requirements for cryocoolers ,.' / _____ _///
to support an ISPP plant.[ 1] Cryocoolers are required ,_,//r'? /

in several of the mission phases. If hydrogen is trans- _',-_----:,_"q,,
ported from earth, cryocoolers will likely be required
to mimmize boiloff during the trip to Mars. All ISPP
concepts require cryocoolers to hquefy the oxygen If Fig. 1. Pulse tube oxygen hquefier
methane is used as a fuel, the cryocooler must al--
liquefy the methane stream. Cryocoolers are also _e- The compressor. The compressor is a linear reso-
quired to minimize boiloff from the tanks while they nant compressor. The linear design eliminates the need
are being filled, for rotary-to-linear conversion, leading to a more corn-

Depending on the mission of interest, the required p :t and efficient compressor. The compressor p,ston
cooling loads range from 2.4 to nearly 20 W at 90 K is supported by thin metal flexures, which provide high
for robotic missions, and up to 100 W for manned mis- radial and low axial stiffness. The high radial stiffness
sions. Of the various cryocoolers required by the ISPP allows the piston to be accurately centered in the cylin-
missions, the most challenging case appears to be the der, maintaining a small gap that eliminates the need

for piston rings. The resulting compressor has no rub-liquefier for the oxygen and methane. Based on current
projectionsfor the 2007 mission, this liquefier will be bing or sliding parts and is lubricated only by the he-
required to liquefy O.1 kg/hr of oxygen (at 9OK) and lium working gas. While such designs have been used
0.025 kg/hr of methane (at lI2K). The total cooling before in Stirling cycle cryocoolers, our design has a
load for this case is approximately 18 W. The liquefier number of unique features that allow it to obtain a
will be requited to operate for up to 500 days, on -8 unique combination of high efficiency, low weight and
hrs/day, and off-16 brs/day, low cost.

Our cryocooler uses a STAR moving magnet linearA pulse ml_ _ _r: As part of out
NASA Phase I Small Business Innovation Research motor. Developed by CFIC, the STAR motor utilizes

(SBIR) progtank we developed a design for a pulse cost-effective block magnets and a sinsle-air-gap de.
tube oxygen liquefier sized to the ISPP application, sign that minimizes the mass and cost of the moving
Pulse tube ¢ry_ appear to be a good choice for magnets. STAR motors have been used in compressors
the ISPP liquefiers. Pulse tube cryocoolers can operate ranging from 300 to 15.000 W of power input. In this
very efficiently at the temperatures and power levels of work, we extended these designs to 100 W. Using two
interest, and can be made to operate reliably for IonS compressors operating nose-to-nose on a common
periods without maintenance, compression space yields a balanced 200 W compres-

Our eryo¢ooler design is Illustrated in figure 1. The sot.
The coMhcad, Pulse tube cryocoolers have a sig-

liquelk'rconsists of three subsystems: a compressor, a
coidhe_l, emdacondenser, nificant advantage over Stitlins cycle coolers in that

-- they have no moving parts in thee.old head. Our tame-

> _: ,:
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hne destgn utilizes a compact coaxial design where the Predicted system performance: We used Los Ala-

regenerator is arranged as an annulus around the pulse mos' DELTAE thermoacousttc modehng code to design

tube. This simplifies the heat rejection from the warm the coldhead. Based on these results and our expert.

end of the pulse tube and integration with the storage ence with stmllar machines designed for the terrestrla',

tank. teiecommumcatJons market [2], we predtct that our

The condenser. Liquefiers are distmgmshed from cooler will produce 20 W of cooling at 90 K with

cryocoolers tn that they must use a condenser to con- 175 W input power to the reverter wMle reJecting to a

dense a superheated vapor. To mmtmize the system heat sink at 245 K. The mass of the liquefier (exclusive

mass, a compact condenser is requtred that can effi- of elec_'onics) Is predmted to be 8.3 kg. The compres-

ctently condense the oxygen stream In this project, we sot is approximately 150 mm in diameter and 350 mm

developed and tested a compact condenser that appears long. We expect to produce the first prototype of the

to have a number advantages, including reduced sensi- cryocooler in 1999.
ttvity to gravity, low pressure drop and high heat trans- References: [ 1J Ktttel, P., Salerno, L.J., Plachta,

fer coefficient. Based on our preliminary performance D.W., Cryocoolers 10, 1998. [2] Martin, J.L.+ Corey,

measurements, we expect that this condenser will oper- J.A., Manta, C.M., Cryocoolers 10, 1998.
ate at less than 150 Pa pressure drop and less than 0.5

K wall subcooling at heat fluxes as high as 3 W/cm 2.
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ROBO'I" IDENTIFICATION AND EXTRACTION OF NATURAL GLASS. S E Musks)wit/, The Hebrew
Umverstty of Jerusalem, P. O Box 7_a-_ leru,,alem 91078, Israel (mosk@cc.hul_ ac _1)

Introduction: The quahty of natural glass ts estab- Prospecting: For the purpose of vertf3'mg the ex- ts-
hshed by temperature and chemical composmon of the tence of natural glass, the robot walldrill boreholes into
original melt, rate of coohng, presence of wa- ter and rock formations at the landing site. Within these carl-
other volatiles, and crystallization kinetics. Glass pres- ues, the teleoperated machine will emplace instrument
ervatton over mdlions of years depends on whether the packages contaimng sensors, electronics for sensor
processes of chermcal decomposmon and devitnfica- control, power dchve_ and output signal processing.
tlon remmn secondary. As a resource material, natural and a data link to the human operator. The state of sen-
glass can be ut,hzed m the construcuon of extraterres- sors may include a magnetometer to detect magnettc
trial outposts [1]. Posstble landing sites containing forces, a gravimeter to discern dff- ferences m density,
natural glasses can be tdentified by means of a global and an eilipsometer to determine index of refracuon
surveyor spacecraft equipped with high resolution ira- [4].
aging sensors.

Index of Refraction: Ellipsomen"y is an experi- mental
Landing Sites: Fulguntes are glasses resulting from procedure to evaluate optical properties of a material
lighming strikes. Fuston followed by super- cooling by observing the polarization of reflected hght. Inter-
freezes the melt within long and bifurcating tubular acting with in situ material, the electromag- neuc ra-
structures [2]. diation is reflected, refracted, dispersed, and absorbed

Another type of glass is created during meteoritic ira- Two parameters are measured b an ellipsometer. The
pact. Below a certain level of impact, the shock wave remaining parameter is calculated from a con- stramt
crushes minerals such as quartz and plagioclase reid- wh,ch relates rectangular coordinates of a point on the
spar into low porosity diaplectic glass and mask- unit sphere. Alternatively, two ellipsome_c angles can
elynite [21- Higher levels, >60 GPa, produce flow and be monitored. One set of observations, whether pa-
entrapped heat. In the wake of the passing shock wave, rameters or angles, can be uniquely deter- mined from
silica polymorphs convert to normal glasses. Vesicula- the other.
tion occurs while releasing volatiles.

Ellipsomctric angles give the complex ratio of Freanel
Volcanic glasses arc formed by rapid cooling of lava reflection coefficients for light polarized para]- lel and
and fusion of ash. At the lower end of the silica scale, < perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

45% Sit2, basaltic magmas have low viscus- ,ty and
the resulting tachylites are heavily crystallized. Patti- The complex dielectric constant can be found from an
cles of ash arc fibrous and oblong in shape. At the up- expression involving the angle of incidence and the

per end, >70% Sit2, the viscous rhyolitic lava yields three ellipsometric parameters. A nonlinear opera- tion
thick layers of obsidian. Rock fragments and shards of on the complex dielectric constant defines the real val-
solidified vitric foam comprise the tuff. Lunar form- tad indices of refraction and attenuation. As a complex
lions appear as homogeneous spherules. Volcanic natu- conjugate, these indices form a complex index of re-
rat glasses are located on the surfaces of lava flows or fraction. The attenuation index at the wavelenlC,h of
along selvages of dikes, light employed in the experiment chat- acterizes ab-

sorption per unit length of path propagat- ing in the

Tektites are marked by strain birebingence and or. material.
ganized _hlim'en bands. They possets silicAmusglass
inclusions, but lack microlites. _ is a linear r_t- Regl_ling m_ma_ment sensitivity, instnl- merit

tionship between bulk specific gravity and bulk index quiremems ale more slringetRfor a distinction between
of refraction. The index varies invmsely with silica types of glass than foe a differentiation be- twin glass

content and directly with fema_ oxide, an indicator of and nonvimmm subcmmces.
map=at_,ee_ibili_ [31.Pta'e_ is ,,,,,amor-
phons 8ggregate; hence, it lacks crystalline slruclur¢. Mbdq: Rock drilling and detouring, loading and
Sp_ gravityandnmgnmicnnc_tibility- wellas trmmpo_ngglassheroinsnmtenalstotlwlmmn"craft,
in_x of refraction can be measured by a wieoperlt_ and deploying of wast= ate key activities of the mi-utllg
robot, opmatioa. In opencut, the height of bank that ctm be

sdely_m_iltisde_'n_Mdbytl_ thick_sslad

I
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properties of the deposit, size of bucket used by the .leered to tens,le waves reflected from a free surface.
rub_,t, and chmaUc t_ondttlon_. Effectiveness of fragmentation also depends on the

geometrmc arrangement of holes and the delayed se-
Rock fragmentation wdl be accomphshed in four steps, quence of firings controlled by caps
First, holes are electrically drilled at assigned locations.
These openmgs are then enlarged. Second, mare charge References: [1] Moskowi_ S. E (1998) LPI Tech.
and detonator are placed in each hole. Third, the explo- Rpt. 98-01, 13-14. [2] O'Keefe J. A. (1984) J. Non-
sire Is compacted and holes filled with loose regolith C_,st., 67, 1-17. [3] Chao E. C. T. (1963) Tektites,
material. Fourth, the charge is au- tomatically deto- Umv. Chicago, 54--66. [4] 2¢lhson Jr. G. E. and
hated. Although compressive failure can occur, flag- Modine F. A. (1990)Appl. Optics, 29, 959-974.
mentation most often results when the rocks are sub-
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CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT PRODUCTION, LIQUEFACTION, AND STORAGE FOR A PRECURSOR

TO A HUMAN MARS MISSION. P J, Mueller I and T C Durrant2, 1Spacc Dynamics Laboratory/Utah State
University, 1695 North Research Park Way, North Logan, UT 84341-1947. e-maff paul.muelier@,sdl,usu.edu,
2Lockheed Mamn Space Mtsslon System_ & Services. 2400 NASA Road 1, P. O Box 58561, Houston, TX 77258-
8561, e-mad: tom,durrant(_ lmco corn

The current rmsston plan for the first human rms- tdayer insulation, evacuated rmcrospheres, aerogel
sion to Mars is based on an m-s,tu resource uuhzation blankets, and foam msulatton. The coohng and msula-

(ISRU) approach to reduce the amount of propellants tlon are traded off against each other for a minimum-
needed to be taken to Mars and ultimately to reduce mass system. In the case of hydrogen feedstock, the
mission cost. The current Mars Robotic Exploration amount of hydrogen boiloff allowed durmg the tr_p to

Program does not include ISRU on the early sample Mars is also included m the tradeoff. Passtve coohng
return missions A need extsts to demonstrate ISRU using external radiators is also considered for reducing
technologies on one or more robotic m_ssions prtor to the heat leak to the hydrogen during crmse.
the first human m_sslon

The spacecraft concept includes a Lander (mctud-
This presentatton outlines a concept for an ISRU- ing the propellant production plant) with a Mars Ascent

based precursor mission as a technology demonstration Vehtcle (MAV) mounted atop _t.An opteon _sexplored
prior to the first human m_ssion. It will also return where the engines on the MAV are also used for de-
Martian soil samples to Earth for analysis The mission scent and landing on the Martian surface. So the pro-
will primarily demonstrate cryogemc oxygen and fuel pellant tanks would contain descent propellant during
production, liquefaction, and storage for use as pro- the trip from Earth. This propellant would be con-
pellants for the return trip. The fuel will be hydrocar- sumed in descent to the Martian surface, resulting in
bon: either methane methanol, or ethylene. Hydrogen the nearly.empty MAV tanks to be filled by the ISRU
feedstock will be brought from Earth. plant.

The analysis used to develop the mission concept The presentation includes conceptual layout draw-
includes several different thermal control and liqucfac- ings of the proposed Lander/MAV combination, in-

tion options for the cryogens. Active cooling and lique- eluding propellant tanks and ISRU components. Mass
faction devices include Stirling, pulse tube. and Bray- estimates of the various components are also included.
ton-cycle cryocoolers. Insulation options include mui-
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RF-ICP DISCHARGE FOR A HYBRID OXYGEN PRODUCTION SYSTEM. S. Popovic,
R. Ash, T. Dinh. and L. "v'uskovlc.()ld l)ommJon Univers,y. Norfolk VA 23529, (;SA.

The purpose of this presentation is to by the gas and, if necessary, by additional
demonstrate feasibility of a radio-frequency electric heaters to the opttmal operating
inductively-coupled discharge (RF-ICP) to temperature. Oxygen is separated through
be integrated into a hybrid system from two the walls of the honeycomb structure, and
complementary, already demonstrated, residual gas is removed from the system.

technologies for the efficient production of The proposed reaction cell is based on the
oxygen from Martian atmosphere. The two radio-frequency, inductively coupled plasma
technologies involved are (a) radio- mode (RF-ICP) to allow for the enhanced
frequency discharge method for dissociation oxygen production in gas flow and increase
of carbon dioxide, and (b) oxygen separa- the gas throughput through the reactor and
tion using a ceramic honeycomb technology, ceramic honeycomb separator. Thus, it is an-
This approach will ensure the optimal utili- ticipated that the hybrid system has the 130-
zation of the advantages of the both subsys- tentiai to (I) increase reliability of an ISRU
tents, the RF-ICP reactor and ceramic honey- system. (2) operate at optimal power effi-
comb separator, ciency, and (3) operate strictly on the re-

Ra_io frequency discharge proved effi- sources from the Martian environment.
cient in oxygen production by dissociating Comparative analysis of the two plasma
carbon dioxide [1]. Currently used oxygen modes currently used for oxygen production,
separation through silver membrane- RF-CCP and RF-ICP for the hybrid system
electrode is still under developmen¢. The will be given. RF-CCP is used in combina-
honeycomb technology proved efficient in lion with the silver extraction membrane, and
extracting oxygen [2]. RF-ICP is designed to be used for the hybrid

Operation scheme of the hybrid system is system. Complementary aspects of the two
given in Fig.l. Marti_ atmospheric gas techniques with respect to the effective oxy-
mixture containing predominantly carbon gen production and extraction will be den_n-
dioxide is introduced to the ra_lio frequency strafed. Status of development of the tech-
discharge region where it is decomposed niques will be presented.
into carbon monoxide, molecular, and P,adl'ereuees: [ILL. Vuskovic, R. I.,. Ash,
atomic oxygen. The mixture flows through S. Popovic, T. Dinh, and A. Van Ordon,
the RIFreactor forcedby convection due to "Oxygen [hroductionand _ from
gas healing by RF discharge and by the heat Martian _ by the Radio-Frequency
from the recombination of atomic into ran- Discharge", p. 33, Book of Abstracts, ISRU U
iecular oxygen. FT_ convection is antici- Teclmical lntachmq_ Meeting,
pared in the initial exl_imemt. Howeve¢, if Nov. 18-19, 1997, [2] W. N. Lawless, "Oxy-
necessary to meet the target perfocunce, a gen Extraction using a Cem_ honeycomb
fcx'ced-flow generating unit could be latin- Techtmlolgy", p. 23, Book of A_
duc_d.Molecules of the reconddned oxy- ISRU II Tec'-:nugal Imegclmnge Meeting,
gea, mweacted carbon dioxide, and caHmu Hmtttm, Nov. 18-19, 1997.
n_mxide, move tlm_gh the due', ,o the ¢e-
hunk honeycomb. The honeycomb is heated
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METHANE PYROLYSIS AND DISPOSING OFF RESULTING CARBON. P K Sharma t. I) Rapp:. and N K.
Rahotgt_, :Mad Stop 183-401. Jet Propulston Laborat,_r_, 4g(-)(_Oak Grove Drtve. Pasadena CA 91109. USA

(pramod k.sharma@jpl.nasa.gnv), :Marl Stop 157-205. Jet Propulston Laborator). 4800 Oak Grove Drive. Pasadena CA
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Introduction: Sabatter/Eiectrolyms (S/E) =s a lead- sta'ongcontender to augment the S/E process. If. how-
mg process for producmg methane and oxygen for apph- ever, the burnoff reactton is requtred, the energettcs are
cation to Mars ISPP. One stgnificant problem with thts less favorable. Nevertheless, desptte the less favorable
process _s that ttproduces an excess of methane for corn- energetlcs, tt ISuseful to know whether process (2 _ _an
bustion with the amount of oxygen that is produced, be made viable

Therefore, one must di:.,cardroughly half of the methane The goals of a research program on recovery of hy-
to obtain the proper stoichiometric methane/oxygen drogen from methane are (in descending priorityorder):
rmxture for ascent from Mars. Thts is wasteful of hydro- 1. Study the kmettcs of pyrolysts to arrive at a py.
gen,whichmust bebrouThtfrom Earthand tsdifficult to rolysis reactordesignthat produceshtghyteldsm a con-
transportto Mars and storeon Mars. fittedvolume at the lowest possibleoperating tempera-

To reduce the problem of transporting hydrogen to ture.
Mars, the S/E process can be augn'mnted by another pro- 2. Stud_, the kinetics of carbot, burnoff to deternune
cess which reduces overall hydrogen requirement. Three whether high yields can be obtamed m a confined vul-
conceptual app, oaches for doing this are 0) recover by- ume at acceptable operating temperatures.
drogen from the excess methane produced by the S/E 3. Investigate catalytic techniques for deposmng car-
process, (ii) convert the methane to a higher hydrocar- bon as a fine soot which can be physically separated
bon or other organic with a lower H/C rauo thanmeth- from thereactor.
ant, and (iii) use a scptratc process (such as zirconia or In tie IPL prolpram,we have made s:_,nificant rneas-
reverse water gas dttfl reaction)to produceadditional menents in regard to goal 1. cursorymeasurementsin
oxygen, thus utilizing all the methane produced by the regard to goal 2, and would plan to pursue goal 3 if ad-
Sabatier process. We report our results here on recov- ditional resources are secured.

ering hydxogen from the excess methane using pyrolysis Meamrtmeta =ml lge=mlu- Pyrolysis. A tulmlat
of tw_ume. Pyroly_ has the advantage that it produces quartz reactor was used to stuoy pyrolysis in the tenv
almost pure hydrogen, and any tmreacted methane ca_ peraturerange 1000=-1200°C. The reactor was coupled
im_ through the S/E proce_ reactor. It has the disad- to a mass spectrometer sampling system for analysis of
vantage thatdisposing of the cadoon produced by p_roly- gaseousproducts. The reactorcould be opened up after

pt't:mm$difli_mlti_, one or several pyrolysis tunsand total cadxm deposited
Hydml_ may be obudned from methane by Wfloly- could be dlxained..'_b +,_petimemal.setup allowed the

si= in the _ rmge 1000°- 12(XPC. The mtin motdtmiq of _oth the :m_d clrbon Wod_ _ _dl u
,t=tio_ pnxtu_ =t h#t_ot_ =d ¢=_n. e_t_ very t_ mhction_ _.
nail mourn of higher_ irclmlinl m'o.- TI_ ttmtm wua 1.5"IDby 2.ft. loql qu,mutu_
mariehyd,ocatbom artL:med. The ¢onvenioa effi- wlmhhada6" leqpceheatmzonemd_g'longqumz

ci_'yisabout9_ at1200_.Om needstodittintu_ _oI _ mainreactionwin.A quam _ooItrapwas
Im_mm tttmmdymm¢ _lUili_um com_rsioa mi reed to camh tt_ mall momm of room mnlm'atmc
omv, mon _ by kiwi_ in a fmi_ tt, omc otmdmmb_ ftmmd ,ml dm mmio_ gm prodmms Ire

Tl_tmia _ is ro,md to tbe m,m _ mm#itw s,_,em. The
t_Man_sMs areal outina serm of5 rimsatflo_

C"H_g) _ C(s) + 2H, &H = 74.9kJ/amle 111 ni, MSOm290ndhtmof_ ForucbnlCa
madycommtmepmt_ f,x tbereactionmm wm

Irl_tt_l_dmt, fmmdmth=dh_._eambe mmp**d. T_ Sm _ Imlmt _mqxmtio_ w_
farmedoff_ithcatbmtdimi_atdtvatedtempemm_ moaitm_at15mimm immvab.Tlms.a matccmitw
(withmm_-_l _al;y pemlty)a=_l_ to o_ _ oftl_ mtcti_las_ _ ol_nmcl

fm _ ma. At dte-.a of tbe live i_'oL,_ ram. the
C(S) + CO= =* 2CO &H = 172.61dl/mnle[2] t'em_wtsopetedandtl=qUmllZwooiwitkdepmiled

e=_==w= mm+ed ,,_ w=i_m. C,eomm_m_=d
•rl_ _ mqJMu for_ Ill b tmdmm, fromtirematdm_ memea tn the five rtm wmeb.

_ ifa proctorganhedmri_d_tem th,easb_ lail_ a_l cmq_ll _IIIi _I_ _ j dl_l_m_l
fom_ bypy_t_m_ _ _ or=m=t ft_tthe_ t= _at_s_t flo_m_.tm_

_+v_Immd= _ m_liOe 12k_ ¢o_I Im a m=m'_s ,.,mlk,mIS_. ,_I ,,_,,,=mm.,_ ¢=.ip,,=:_l_ =o _
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certain slmphfymg assumpt_om, made m the analy_s the stack, requtrmg a larger compressor
These results clearly show that one can achle',c >95'_ P_rol_s_s wuhout carbon burnoff To make the proc-
convers,on of methane to hydrogen at 1200_C m a rood- ess _'f hydroEm recovery from methane energy efficient,
erately sized reactor at apprepnate flow fates Further a process that mechamcally removes the carbon _'and
expenmcnt_ are planned t_ refine the trade _elat,¢msh,p does not need t¢_burn it off_ wLIIbe considerably mote
between temperature and conversion at various flow attractive.
rates Some recent advances m methane cracking over a

Carbon bun_ off To be a01e to test the burnoff of Nt/sdica catalyst have shown that carbon can be pro-
carbon from the pyrolyszs leact_o,_, the quartz w_)l with duced m filament form which create hght hollow struc-
the deposited carton was -acked back into the reactor tures. This type of carbon can be elutnated out of the
The reactor was set up again and pure carbon dioxide reactor bed and separated using a cyclone. In a scheme

was made to flow through _t The mare reaction zone was based on this concept, carbon btm,off _snot essentml and
maintained m the temperature range 1130¢ to 1150°C, considerable energy could be saved, but questions of
though a part of the reaction zone cooled off to 850°C catalyst regeneratlo, stallhave to be answered.
dt.e to an electrical problem m the furnace. The flow rate Sunmmry: The JPL methane research program is
of carbon dioxide was 200 ml/min. The reaction gas one year old. At its completion, we wall have measured
products (CO plus unreacted CO_.)were analyzed by the the kinetacs of pyrolysis and carbon burr_ff. If future
mass spectrometer at 15 rain inter,,als. The regeneration resources become available, we would like to pursue
run was continued for a total of 24 hrs. At the end of the pyrolysis concepts that allow physical removal of the
run, the reactor was opened and examined vtsually. The carbon, so that the energy intensive step (reaction [2])
quartz wool was taken out and weighed to determine the can be avoided.
carbon that did not burn off. A major part of the quartz

wool that was packed in the reaction zone that was at ,-----_._.
!130°-1140°C was relatively close to the original color / _t ",""._.

of the quartz wool, but the part of the zone that was at ' _'_
850°C was quite black and did not appear to he well re- ._ -- "" --"

I

generated. The mass of the unburned carbon was corn- • ' _'r_.
pared to its predicted value based on the product gas /
analysis. The agreement was again within !5% error / , / ;
which can be explained due to some carbon lost in man- .' ,
nal operations, as well as certain approximations that
had to be made in making the calculatiens. In a limited
set of runs, the reactor bed temperature was varied in the
range 1000° to 1200"C and reaction product gas compo-
sition was determined. The kinetic rate constant can be

obtained from this set of runs and used to carry out mod-
eling in order to design and optimize a reactor which can

achieve a high carbon burnoff with a high CO2 utiliza- Detmlof c_bon wr_ngoo silicafiber
tion.

In order to examine the sun'ace morphology on the _" -

quartz fibers before and after carbon burn off, small ;_:_samplesof quartz wool after pyrolysis(with deposited

carbon) and after burn off withCOz were examined with "____
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The SEM photo-
graphs illuslrate that during pyrolysis, carbon builds up
around the quartz fiber, _ontly in a porous form. " _-
S_equent reaction with carbon dioxide gradually re- _- _,-,,-

moves the carbon deposit. In order to have a viable peoc- ._-.._,,_._ _ess, it may not be euenti_ to remove the entire cmbon
deposit as long as the umeacted carbon does not continue _"
to build up. - =

The work completed so far indicates ttut mo_ oftt_
carbon produced in pyrolysis can be burned off with CO_
at a temperature of 11500C. However, the energy penalty
associated with the carbon burn off is substantial, and Silicafibers_ csrbonbumoff
another problem is that excess CO_ may have to go oct
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OXYGEN GENERATOR 3YSTEM MAI_ IN-SITU PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PRECURSOR FLIGilT. K R

Sndhar _, M Gottmann t and R S Baird:, hThe UmvcrsJtv _! Arizona (Aerospace and Mechatucal Engineering

Department, Tucson. Arizona _;5721. Sr_dh,a_ _h,tkt, ,_c a,'Tzona edu, matthta_'are_, ame arlz,ma edu_ 2NASA Lvndon

B Johnson Space (?enter Johnson Space {Houston, Texas 77058-3696, r.s.ba_rdl @j_c nasa.gov_

The 2001 Lander to Mars wdl carry the first ever ISRL manifolds that have the same coefficient of thermal

payload to Mars T]us payload, the Mars In-sltu Propellant expansion as ztrcoma and custom seals that were developed
productmn Precursor {MIP), w_ll demonstrate a variety ot for us b_, Umted Technologies facdltate the thermal cychng
technologies that wall be required for future ISRU Mars of the electrolyzer. ,.,,hdemamtazmng the integrity of the gas
mdagenous material processing plant desxgns One of those t_ght seals between the manifolds and the cell The third
technologies is that of extracting oxygen from the challenge was solved m part with a modified version of a
predorrunantiy carbon dsoxide atmosphere of Mars. a new commercially avaalable insulation material that was
prereqmstte for future sample return and human rrusstons to characterized and tested at both the Um,,ers_ty of Arizona
Mars. The Oxygen Generator Subsystem (OG$) portion of and m independent thermal testing labs The conduction
the MIP wdl demonstrate this and is the focus of th_s paper paths were reduced to rrumrmze heat leakage, by the choice

of materials, theu d_menszons and placement The fourth
The primary objecuve of the OGS is to demonstrate the challenge was solved ,ruth a custom designed ceramic heater

production of oxygen from Mars atmospheric gases Th_s ceraznzc heater _s capable of ramping up at up to 30°C/
Secondary objectwes are to measure the performance and rmnute for several hundred cycles without failure.
rehaSihty of oxygen generatzon hardware m actual n'ass_on
envwonments over an extended time. Major constraints on Aside from these technology challenges, pracucal aspects
the OGS deszgn came from several sources. The Lander of the design, ranging from low mass and power gas flow
provides power to the system from solar power that is control hardware to sensors, were addressed Each of these
harnessed by photovoltaic arrays. This limited OGS to technology challenge soluuons, the overall OGS design, and
daytime only operations (six to eight hours) and a maximum operation of the OGS will be dascussed in further detail as
power of 15W The rehance on solar power necessitated part of this paper
thermal cycling of the OGS between Mzrs ambtent and OGS
operating tempetatu_s. The Lander also limited the total The OGS design was put into practice in a development
mass of the MIP payload to 7.5 kg with a correspondingly unit that was tested extensively. Figure 2 is a photograph of
small volume, and the OGS was one of six expenments m the OGS DU hardware, Physically, the OGS Development
the MIP. Mass and volume were to he mtmrmzed. Another Unit (DU) mass was measured to be,0.96kg with a volume of
constraint was cost. Mission fundang, as always, was tight, less than 2540cm 3 (I55in3), The electrolyzer generated
Cost was to he tmmmized. In short the OGS design had to 0.Ssccm 02 at 131.SmA cell current and a CO_ feed rate of
he low power (<15 Watts), low mass (i kg), low volume, low 2.5seem The eiccttoly_r genmated higher 02 flow rates
cost, and be capable of cyclical operations for an extended with correspondingly higher input voltages and CO_ feed
stay on Mats. After extensive research, a zncoma based rates, The heater and insulatton package is capable of raising
solid oxide electrolyzer deszgn was selected, the cell temperature from -I(IO*C to 750"C in al:q_oximately

lOSminutesm Mars external environmental conditions using
Several technology challenges had to be addressed wi_ a maxirnu_ of 15W. The cell tempcrstutc was then

the detmled design of the OGS. First, the ceramic zirconia maintained at 750"C with approximately 9.5W of power. A
eleclmlyte of the electrolyzer had to he packaged to survive power and te_ curve for the OGS DU is shown in

the vibration and shock environments of launch and landing figure 3. Dome surface temperatures did not nut above 15"(2
(up to 35G in the x. y, and z axes). Second, the seals had to over the ambient envimnmem temperature during steady
survive muitii_e thermal cycles from Mars ambient stale oxy_ production o1_1io_, The electrolyz,_ cell
coaditions to the operating temperature of zhe cell, 750"12. assembly al_ survived a _edden power loss shuldown test
Third. a low mass thermal in._tation material had to be without damage and restarted withoet incident. Filpu¢ 4
found and a low heat loss thermal packalpng of the shows the OXyl_ prod_ct_ _stics of the DU.
dectmlyzer had to be de_ilp_l such dutt the electmlyzer cell While the z_lmma_t was 0,5 seem of ex)lP_n, the wait
could be heated up to 750"C and maintained at thor _ well over twice _ _ and still remained
t_ with the ! 5 Wat's that are available. Fourth, a within the power budget.
lob-life miniature heater was required for heating the
eleom,' r_ercell. A few development test problem_ were enc,oetatetM.

The initial electrolyzer assembly seal supported multiple
F_ 1 is a solid model of the OGS development thermal and pre-_,me cycle operations at the 55.15 kPa (8

hardware. The suslu of the ¢iectmlyzcTcell with 4 psi) level but beg_ to leak when exposed to 137.8 kPa (20
suppmt wi_s and the _uoning provided by the cnzr,hed psi) gas. Seal manufacturing process and eleetrolyzer
insulation ensttre the survivabilit7 of the cell elements when assembly Inectmnical rtiodifications have been devised and
_/ m subjected shock and vibration. Cu_om metal incOt_ into _e devdopmem ha_',_z_, A second
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problem was encountered dunng ',qbratJon testing An ,0, _ ' J ImtemaJ guy w_re broke loose Tb._ was traced to the use of ._ / ,,

incorrect w,re matenal Proper w,re matenal and a rood,fled /_.,/!-- ' _ ,.w_re attachment design have been incorporated mto the ,._

development hardware The OGS DU has been a,olshed _, // _,,,_ '"

and delivered to the Johnson Space Center fo_ zrated T '_ _ / _. ,,MIP development testing Details of the OGS de, .opment '_-' ,/ "'

testing results and tmphcatlons v,dl be d,scussed as, part of _ [

th:s paper _ t
/

ir

Overall, the OGS development hardware more than [ "
meets it's objeclaves. Fabncauon and quahficat3on tesung of '*'/the OGS fl:ght deslgn are scheduled to be completed by the
end of tl'us summer. ° ..... _ .........

Figure 3

__ , . , - _.\. _<- _

_ ______,, I , ' .... _._;_L•-._......

" _ "I [l_d • - " ,

-- I r ", . ": :"
i

Filra_l ....
Figllre 4
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MICROCHEMICAL AND THERMAl. SYSTEMS FOR IN SITU RESOURCE UTILIZATION. Robert S

Wegeng I and Gerald B Sander._2. IPactfic Northwest Na1,,mal Laboratory. Mall Stop K2-14. P.O. Box 999, Rich-
land, WA 99352. robert "*cgcng@'pnlgo;., :NASA Johnson Space Center Marl Code EP4, Houston. TX 77058.
gerald,sanders @js,c.nasa. gov

Introduction: Process intensoCicatton .-.ndProcess than 1 mlihmeter wide, can therefore be used to con-
Mmiatunzatwn an simultaneously be achteved struct m_crocomponents that require very short res_-
through the application of microfabricated chemical dence times.
process systems, based on the rapid heat and mass At PNNL, researchers have demonstrated micro-
transpor_ m engineered rrucrochannels. Researchers at channel heat exchangers m a planar, sheet architecture,
NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC) and the Depart- that exhibit relauvely h_gh heat fluxes (100 wat_'cm 2
ment of Energy's Pacific Northwest National Labora- perpendicular to the sheet) and convective heat transfer
tory (PNNL) are collaboratively developing micro coefficients (10,000 to 35,000 watts/m -_-C), with low
thermal and cberni,'al systems for NASA's Mission to pressure drops (2 to 3 psi). For these test articles,
Mars program, channel dimensions included widths typically ranging

Preliminary results show that many standard chemi- from ten to hundreds of microns, depths ranging from
cal process components (e.g., heat exchangers, chemi- tens of microns to several milhmeters, and tengths of a
cal reactors and chemical separations units) can be few centimeters. See Figures I and 2 below.
reduced in hardware volume without a corresponding
reduction in chemical production rates. Low pressure "---qll

drops and improved thermal integration are also ac- --....!, ,_, ,.
complished when appropriate scaling rules ate applied
and when individual microchemical components are

,r----lit

packaged together into integral systems.

Background: Robotic sample return missions an_ __

postulated human missions to Mars and other bodies ._ .-can be greatly aided through the developn'_t and utili- "- _ _
zationof compactchemicalprocessingsystemsthat - _ I '"

i I

-_._--:.=:_-"---,._--:--..-.-........--_..=..,_:.-...,=:_s_..:.:.:,...." ........ ........ . .......,;.. -_,::........ -._......... -_:-,..,, :,.. -=._._.:=,,..,=_,.._,--_.."........__ ,.,. ....
...................... I
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include the abthty to achieve umforrn velocity fields CO2 + H_-') CO + H20
within preczse rmcrostructures; improved temperature
control through enhanced heat transport properties: Operating the Sebatler Process rmcrochannel reactor m
short residence umes (through heat and mass transport parallel with the Reverse Water Gas Shdt rmcrochan-
enhancements), therefore leading to high processing nel reactor, with appropriate flow rates to each, should
rates per unit hardware volume; and the potenual to provide the correct product mix.
incorporate other features that influence chemical in- The design of the integral system _snontrivial, as _t
teraction (e.g, electric fields), must take into account less than complete conversions

Microchannet reactors and heat exchangers can ad- on the part of the reactors, differences in ideal operat-
dltionally be assembled into single, integral hardware ing temperatures and heating/cooling reqmrements for
units, with individual components operating in parallel the reac,ors as well as the adsorption units, and phase

or in series or an appropriate combination. Figure 3 separations and recycle. Experiments are being con-
shows a representative unit, with four microchannei ducted on individual "cells" at this time, and it is an-
reactor cells and four microchannel heat exchanger ticipated that a conceptual design will be available by
cells. Th_s unit is capable of processing gases at the the ume of the ISRU-III Techmcai Interchange Meet-
rate of 1250 Liters/nun, therefore demonstrating the ing.
high processing rates that can be achieved in micro
chemical and thermal syste_a. Figure 3

Microchaanei Separations Units: Microchanncl
gas absorbers and adsorbers are also in development,
with preliminary results showing similar enhanced
processing rates due to the heat and mass transport
advantages in engineered microchannels. The incorpo-
ration of microchannel heat exchangers provides an _ ..... "'"
opportunity for rapid thermal cycling and therefore .,

offers a very compact sorption pump for the collection ,_ _
and compressionof C02 fromtheMartianaunosphere, ..
Pictures of nucrochannel absorption and
ctm_ntly in design and testing are not presented here
due to space limitations but will be shown at the ISRU-
I11Technical Interchange Meeting.

lamgral Micro Chemical System for the Imttlt
Production of PrelmUmts aml Oxygm: Currently, a

concepta_designisbeing producedfor an it_r_
microchemicalsystemthatincludesCOz acquisition

and compression using microchanael adsoteeers and
heat exchangers, followed by _ with 1t2 in mi-
crod_nd te_-_. _I ph_ _q_u_rs
may additionally be includ_l wilhin this integral unit
fortheremovalof wmr from1beptod_Jct_. °

sions, wouldptod_ meth_ as thepropelhtmruing - ........, .;..-_.=._-'....,.. __=,_..,__.-:--.._,..,..._-,_.,_:...... _._,
IheSebel_Pn:lce_: .... "-_-": ":-" "-'_;'o'.---.-_,:¢:--,-;,: ._-:__':._

lmelpllUnitwithFeet Mtct,ocilmmei
CO_+4Hz_ el'L,+ 2H_ andFow_ l-lat _

(3 iad_ by4ind_ by t_

_I_. _, tl__ do_aott_l_=

_, mm,idi_ _ ilevme W_m_m _ilt mc_im,
-- i__eeao_mmmMmd. _ crmmmm

for theelectmlyzer via the reaction:

- L\

-:£" "' - ._ _L_= _ _,. . .... ,:._ .'._..'..._- ...= :..:.-
""_- ............... -:_- - -:=::: ' " " :" ' ' ' '.'..r', ' ' •_ .: , ,-- . -.= -'-=-..-. " _- -= ::'- .. _-= - " "--_ :£--"- - - "--'-" - ,_-'- -- :: _'.'_="l
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ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR ADSORPTION FOR MARS IN SITU RESOURCE UTILIZATION. J. D

W_lhams, T E Bratkovich and T R A Bussing. Adroit Systems. Inc. ,-lll 108th Ave NE, Ste 1080. Bellevue. WA
98004, {425) -+50-3930

Introduction: ASI has successfully completed a ccntrat_on ts strongly dependent on the season. _autude,
Phase l SB[R contract to develop a method for extracting and local topography 1"hiswas clearly demcmstrate.dby
water vapor from the atmosphere of Mars m an efficmnt, column abundance data gathered from the Viking orbit-
hghtwelght, and tellable manner. Through the use of ers' Mars Atmospheric Water Detectors (MAWD), as
molecular sieve technology, the Water Vapor Adsorpuon shown in Figure 2, Unfortunately, column abundance
Reactor (WAVAR) would provide a dependable source data does not translate directly into available concentra-
of water to future exploration tmssions from sources m- tlons at ground level. For ground level concentrations,
dtgenous to the red planet. This water can be used as atmospheric sclentlsts typscally rely on two sources of
feedstock for prolgllant production, for direct human data. The first is direct measurements of temperature
consumption, or as the basis for a multitude of industrial, ¢from which water vapor concentrauon can be referred).

agricultural and biological processes. Using locally like those taken by the Vd_ng ianders and Mars Path-
available materials at the site of an interplanetary mission finder. The second source of data is generated by so.
Jsknown as in situ resource utilization (ISRU). Missions phlsttcared computer simulations such as those run at

employing ISRU techniques can attain dramatic cost NASA Ames Research Center by the Mars Atmosphere
savings, while umproving misston robustness, by reduc- Global Circulation Modeling Group.
mg the amount of raw materials transported from Earth. To operate WAVAR in as efficient a manner as pos-
The most important of these materials is water, sible, landing sites with water concentJrauons at or above
WAVAR would meet this need, providing a crucial tech- the global aver+.ge are desirable. If such iand,ng sites are
nology for future missions, chosen, then _AVAR has the potenual to become a

Water on Mars: The availability of water on Mars criucal technology for advanced robotic explorauon, and
is undisputed. As illustrated in Figure 1, st is present in an enabling technology for a sustained human presence
the polar caps, the regolith, the permafrost (speculative), on tim red planet. Humid sites have the added advantage
and the atmosphere. Ex_action of water born Ihc rego- that tlmy "-",e a_active to exobiologists. In searching for
lith is technically feasible provided sufficient availability signs of past or present life, the warmest, wett_t spot on
is demonstratexl. Utilization of warm' from the polar caps the _lanctis a likely candidate for initial exploration.

would involve mimmal processing and mining, but llm,i .....0m " 1 ,,, ..... !

would enlail landingon the polar ice sheet, which pre- 'f"_Lk'_)/_,:__']

o.+o.+,+po_...,+ :77+'1
I-Io_ver, it is the Martian atmosphere that is cur- |

up tl_ balk of the aunospl,_ on Mars. while water va-
makes up only a small fraction [!]- However, though _ ",<) I0 ,110 IPO IlO

theabsolutehumidityis low,timmmospl_eis, formost L,_
tim_ md locations, _ly satw'at_ (100_ relalive F1pre 2: C4duml almJlmM_ d Wlll_ Vlllmr from
Ilamidity) with rcsp_t to the mshtli te_ mini- VIId_ MAWD.

mum121. A_: T'-m.ram=_ _ m is

+.-++..--.++-,-;_ t_ oa_. comatmatsoi"mel_ani_ a_ +1_oa_+it
can I_ milixed. A pmiculady efic_vc why _v mpa-

----+-++-+oral. ,,,,,_ +meram.,,m _ fromme__+: +
mtim_ mtk,P.sm+f_ ,_"mm_, and2)

IrMureI. _ wa_r _ tion.i_ wlw:hIz_ + used_ dr_v_th_wa_ off of +_

TI_ _nl warn cont_ of d_ Martian atmosph_ is sodm_ al_r _,ich it is collect. T_mp_'e-s_in_
I and 2 cubic kilome_s l$1. _, coa- ad.S<alaiOnis _ in many appliutiom, incl_linll

scale d¢Immidi_ttiou, a._ is a w¢ll-_

-=-,+ - _ .

• _+....... :++_++-. _- + ._ +__+++/+ _+ + + _ ....
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trial process "_" *Z" "-

Adsorption techn,ques have been used m the chert'n- ,/_i, ._i_ -_"i_cal and petroleum industries for over 100 years, because _ " "" ,_

It zs a low-energy solution to the problem of separating ,1 _;t_ ,
, lILt \*..rruxed fluid species. Adsorptton utlhzes molecular ._ ./ _

sieves (the adsorbent) to selectively attract molecules of .::_._. i_7 '_' ' / ': "2.=_.

I"a fluid (the adsorbate) as it passes through a fixed bed --_
The molecular sieves are synthetically formulated crys- .[, ._ --
talline structures of metal alumino-silicates (typically / j_.

zeolites) that have been activated by removing the water / _ " " ' Vleun

of hydrauon. The result is a crystalline cage containing / ,_lmmP
umform mlclopores. I_ ,! ,

Free gaseous or hquid molecules are attracted to the ,, ,I,'- " ,_
surface of the adsorbent by Van der Waals forces I51. , ,,,_.,,.,
These molecules are adsorbed selectively as a result of
two microscopic phenomena: 1) molecular size-
exclusivity of the adsorbent's micropore structure, and 2)
the difference in sorption rams between the flow con- Figure 3: Water vapor adsorption exl_rimenml ap-
stituents. Adsorption itself is an exothermic process paratu_

requiring no energy input other than that required to Task 3 of the Phase I program involved the formula-
move the fluid. Removing the water from the bed (de- tion of a new, low-specific power WAVAR design which
sorption), however, does require energy, employs ambient wind patterns to eliminate blowers or

By tailoring the ion content (in this case, by intro- fans. Atmospheric data was generated using the time and
ducing potassium ions) of an adsorbent, larger gas spe- location accurate computational tools of the Mars At-
ties can be excluded from capture. For water vapor ad- mosphere Global Circulation Modeling Group. These
sorption on Mars, a logical choice of adsorbent is limited dam were supplied to a performance model, which was
to those with an aperture of 3 _ (slightly larger than a then integrated with mission analysis tools at Lockheed
water molecule), such as UOP (formerly Union Carbide) Martin Astronautics. An analysis was conducted of
Molecular Sieve 3A. This adsorbent is highly specific to

WAVAR-based Mars sample return mission. This
water, and will exclude other Martian atmospheric con- showed significant benefits over conventional, imported
stitnents such as CO_, N2, At, 02 and CO. The pelletized hydrogen- and imported methane-based propellant pro-
form allows it to be packed easily into a bed to provide a duction scenarios. The fourth task included a detailed

large surface area while imposing an acceptable pressure test/analysis plan for future work.
drop; fine powders, gels, and pure thin-film crystals are The results of the Phase ! effort clearly demonstrate
also available, the potential of WAVAR technology to dramatically

llllmmr_ Progral_ The _ goal of the Phase I reduce the costs of Mars sample return, robotic, and hu-
program was to show WAVAR Ixoof-of-conce_ through man exploration missiom in the coming decades. With
test and analysis. Four _chnical tasks were completed, the attainment of proof-of-concept, and therefore Tech-
The first of these tasks was the design and ¢ons_n nology Readiness Level 3, WAVAll has been shown to
of a Iow-cx_ test rig, shown in Figure 3, to simulate the be technologically feasible.
Mmrtian_ The simulation included fidelity of IRe_,t,cmc_ [!] Owen, T. el al. (1977), "The corn-

proton:, _, hmidity and gas composition, positionof the atmsphm at the serrateof loam," j.
Thetrotrig¢emAed of a vma_ thenmlcomoi and Geophys.Res.,Voi. 82, pp. 4635-4639. [21Davi_
d_iut._at_syllzl_ The_wlldlatk_tolmethis DW. (1979), "The relative humidity of Mars' atmos-

to _ the fast known Ixoo[-of-coneel_ of plmr_,"J. Geop_s. _s.. vol. 84, pp. 83354340. 131
warm vapor adsocption by zeolite 3A in a Martian at- Cart, ,ME., (1996) Water on Mars, Oxford Unl_

envimmmm. FurOr m wcm run to collect Press, PP. 3.46. 141 Jakosky, B.M., mKi_, R.M.
ahoq,eon dm and to va,dm _yti_ mdeh forthe (199'2),"The_ behaviorof _ ea Man," in

: _- peffonnan_ of seolite 3A traderthese mnditiom. MuJ, Kielq_r, HA-L,et al, eds., The Umi_lly of Aft-
zorn Press, Tumam, pp. 969-1016. [$1 Fou_ A.S.
(tgSO), ;'_ of _o_ openmens, Jam .W'_ &
Sore, Im..NewYo_,4¢L I_. 384.419. [61_
D.M., Sham0a._,_ F., and Kna_hel, ILK _1994),
p_ Sw/_ _soq,aon,VCI_l_lm's. In,:.
Ym,k, NY, pp. 14_5.
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MARS IN SITU PROPELLANT PRODUCTION UTILIZING THE REVERSE WATER
GAS SHIFT. R. Zubnn. B. Frankle, T. Kite, and T. Muscateilo. Pioneer Astronautics, 445 Un-
ion Boulevard, State 125, Lakewood CO 80228 (Phone: 303-980-0890).

This report describes recent work accom- RWGS can be run w_th an excess of hydro-
phshed on a Mars in situ propellant produc- gen, in which case the effluent from the
tion project utilizing the reverse water gas RWGS will contain both CO and H2. Such a
shift (RWGS) reaction• This project began mixture is known as synthesis gas and is the
with a NASA Phase I SB:R m 1997 and has ideal feedstock for m',ddng methanol, di-
been continued as a Phase II program in methyl ether, paraffins, olefins, or aromaucs
1998. John Connolly is the JSC program
manager and Robert Zubnn is the principal The MEOH unit works m the following
investigator at Pioneer Astronautics. manner: Effluent from the RWGS unit, con-

sisting primarily of carbon monoxide with
During the project, Pioneer has successfully some residual unreacted hydrogen, ts corn-
built and operated two chemical synthesis bined with fresh hydrogen feed, if required,
units representing the cores of machines ca- and sent to a catalytic methanol synthesis
pable of manufacturing oxidizer and a vari- reactor. The synthesis reactor combines one
ety of fuels out of primarily indigenous carbon monoxide molecule with two hydro-
Martian material. The units include a Re- gen molecules to produce methanol. Pro-
verse Water Gas Shift (RWGS) unit and a duction from the methanol synthesis reactor
Methanol Synthesis (MEOH) or Fischer is condensed and separated from the gas
Tropsch (FT) unit. phase. Unreacted feed components are

separated in a second membrane separator
The RWGS unit works in the following and recycled to the RWGS reactor feed.
manner: Liquid hydrogen is transported The second membrane retentate, consisting
from Earth to Mars, where it is combined primarily of excess carbon monoxide, is
with carbon dioxide acquired from the Mar- vented from the system.
tian atmosphere in a catalytic reactor to pro-
duce carbon monoxide and water. Water is The MEOH unit was designed in a generic
condensed and separatedfrom the gas phase, fashion so that different varieties of catalytic
Unw.aeted feed components are compressed, reactors could be tested without changing
recoveredfrom the gasphasein a n_mbrane theprocessconfiguration. In additionto the
unit selma_or,and t_cyeled to thecatalytic me/hanoisynthesisreactor,Pioneer exp_ri-
reactor. Effluent from the membrane unit mented with a hybrid methanoi/DME reac-
("tttentate") is sent to tim MEOH or FT tot" and a Fi_her-Tropseh hydrocarbon
units, s_th_s reactor.

At _2 mixtm_ ratios of l:l nearly all
the hydgolg_ is reacted to make water,
whichcanthenbe electrolyzedto produce

-__ _ axypnmd hyaroi_n,whichcan,berecy-
cled.Used in thisway, the hydrogen brought
tO Mars can be recycled many times to pt'o-

- _" dmz ml enocm_s amount of oxylpm and
CO. Alternatively, the feedstcgk to the
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40 MARS IN SITU PROPEI.I.ANT PRODUCTION R Zubrm et al

Accompllshments to date: 7) Demonstration of producuon of a 89'h,
Pioneer has recorded a number of si_ificant methanol/ 1I% water fuel product with no
accomplishments dunng the project. High- other detectable contaminants.
hghts include: 8) Demonstrauon of conversion of 8% of the

1) Development, manufacture, and demonstra- feed carbon dIoxide to dimethyl ether
uon of a catalyst which is 100% selective for (DME) m a one pa_s (no recycle) hybrid re-
the RWGS reaction at a wide range of con- actor.
ditions. 9) Demonstrauon of conversion of at least 44%

2) Design, construcuon and operation of an of the feed carbon dioxide to ethane or
ISPP machine including a RWGS unit and higher hydrocarbon species in a one pass
e_ther a methanol s_thesis unit or Fischer Fischer-Tropsch reactor.
Tropsch unit. 10)Demonstration of complete recovery of

3) Operation of the RWGS machine in oxygen gaseous hydrogen m a two membrane loop
production mode and attained mass lever- system, with no gaseous hydrogen detected
ages in excess of 1600. in the system vent.

4) Discovery that by altering the reactor l l) Use of the RWGS system as a first stage of a
temperature, pressure, and feed ratio, the Fischer Tropsch system incorporating a re-
RWGS unit could be run in combined Saba- cycle loop and a combination Fe-K/ZSM5
tier/RWGS mode with potential mass lever- catalyst to produce an olefin mixture pre-
age of 20. Achieved an actual ma_s lever- dominantly composed of propylene (C3H8),
age during operation of 16.5, which com- with significant admixtures of methane, eth-
pares to a 10.3 leverage for the S/E umt. ylene (C2H4), and C4 and C5 olefins, for an

5) Operation of the machine in a mode to average H/C ratio of about 2.3.
produce a combined 50/50 molar CH4/CO 12)Use of the RWGS system as a first stage of a
ratio fuel with a stoichiometric oxygen ratio. Fischer Tropsch system incorporating a re-
In this mode, the system demonstrated a cycle loop and a combination Fe-K/7__M5
mass leverage of 31 with a 23 excess oxygen catalyst to produce a liquid hydrocarbon fuel
mass leverage, consisting predominantly of toluene (C7H8),

6) Demonstration of production of synthesis with significant admixtures of benzene and
gas (syngas) feed for methanol, dimethyl xylenes, for an average I-I/Cratio of 1.2.
ether fDME, ---CH3OCH3), Sabatier, or
Fischer-Tropseh reactors. The quality of In conclusion, we find that based on the
syngas produced was sufficient to allow a work done to date, that the RWGS often a
methanoi/O2 leverage of 16.3 or a Fischer- feasible and potentially attractive method of
Tmpseh/O2 leverage of 224 performing in-site propellant preduction on

Mars and should he researched further
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